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Dear colleagues,
As we approach the Holy Month
of Ramadan, I would like to offer my
best wishes for you and your families
in anticipation of the blessings that lie
ahead.
During this time, let’s take a
moment to reflect and take stock of
life’s blessings — perhaps the most
important of which is good health. I
also look forward to visiting some of

you in our facilities during Ramadan,
thanking you for your continued
dedication and hard work.
In the coming month, we will find
ourselves visiting family and friends
more frequently, spending increased
time on the roads during the
evenings. This is where we must all
set an example for others. Let’s follow
safe driving practices and encourage
those close to us to follow suit —
always bearing in mind that safety is

one of our top priorities.
And let us remember those who
are less fortunate. There is no more
blessed time than Ramadan in which
to extend a helping hand to those in
need.
I pray that God accepts our fasts
and prayers, and helps us to make a
positive impact in our communities.
Amin Nasser
President and CEO

Shaybah

a logistical
success story

see pages 10 and 11
Members of the multi-departmental team that helped bring to fruition the new Shaybah runway pose during a celebration of the re-opening of the airstrip recently in the remote working area. The
innovative work on the project helped expedite completion with minimal disturbance. (Photo: Moayed Al Qattan/MPD)

auditing: good governance
is good business
Auditing controls have existed for as long as governance and
commerce have existed — and with good reason. Any human
organization needs to ensure that its objectives are met while
preventing irregularities.
The term “audit” has roots dating back to the Roman Empire. It is
derived from the Latin term “audire,” which means “to hear,” because in
ancient times, auditors listened to the oral reports of responsible officers, owners, or those
having authority, and they confirmed the accuracy of the reports. Over the years, the role
of auditors evolved to verify written records.
see page 5
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Saudi Aramco
by the numbers

112,000
square meters of airstrip concrete
rubblized and reused in the recent
upgrade of the Shaybah airport
runway — using less water, less waste,
and a lower carbon footprint.
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Smart Home Campaign showcases high-tech road
to efficiency, safety, and more
by Hassan Ahmed

Dhahran — Information Technology (IT)
and Community Services (CS) recently introduced home automation solutions at the
first Smart Home Campaign at Al-Midra.
More than 3,000 people attended the
event, which featured smart home solutions from more than 11 service providers
and manufacturers, including smart water leak detection systems, smart cooling,
smart lighting, smart security surveillance,
and connected fire alarms. Event organizers
sought to promote awareness to employees
about the availability of smart home solutions and their associated benefits, such as
energy efficiency, water conservation, safety enhancement, and quality of life.

a new way of living

Yousef A. Al-Ulyan examines a modern smart lock that is equipped with a facial recognition camera
at one of the several exhibitions in the Al-Midra lobby during the recent Smart Home Campaign
hosted by Saudi Aramco Information Technology and Community Services. The campaign provided
information on a wide array of smart devices currently available for ease, energy savings, home
security, and more.

your voice

by Rasha Abdullah Al-Ghamdi
Al-Khobar
Rasha.Ghamdi@aramco.com

Your Voice reflects the thoughts and opinions
of the writer, and not necessarily those of the
publication.

Smart home solutions are no longer considered just luxury items. Beside convenience and comfort, smart homes increase
efficiency of power and water resource utilization, and they enhance safety and security.
People can save energy by using smart
lighting, which will automatically dim the
lights in the daytime as natural light begins
entering the house. It also automatically
turns off the lights based on real-time occupancy when no one is in the room.
Similar to smart lighting, the smart cooling thermostat adjusts the room temperature depending on the time of day, number
of people occupying the room, and other factors. It also enables people to set a
pre-schedule for air conditioner use. For example, it will turn off one hour before you
get up in the morning or turn on one hour
before you come home from work.

elevating our communities

Smart homes enhance safety and security
through the use of smart fire alarms that
can notify mobiles at the same time it notifies the local fire departments when a fire is
detected. It can also give people the capability to remotely open doors for children to
get in after school.
During the event, Yousef A. Al-Ulyan,
Saudi Aramco vice president of IT, highlighted that “with the rapid advancement
in digital transformation disruptive technologies — including mobility solutions, the
Internet of Things, and artificial intelligence
— leveraging these smart solutions securely will bring higher levels of efficiency and
quality of life to our communities.”
Ahmed M. AlShaikh, general manager of
IT Infrastructure, added that “Evolving digital technologies will no doubt change the
way we live. We already see smart home
solutions becoming a necessity rather than
luxury, similar to the evolution of mobile
phones several years ago.”

‘Smart Home’ demonstrations

Moreover, the IT and CS team have also
deployed intelligent home automation
solutions at two villas in the Dhahran community to assess feasibility, capabilities,
and limitations. These “Smart Homes”
were equipped with several integrated
solutions that can be remotely monitored
and controlled from a mobile application,
including smart cooling, remote HVAC
fault monitoring, smart lighting, smart
water leak detection, smart security access
with facial recognition, and intelligent fire
alarms.

offer interpersonal communication effectively at work
Experts say one of the most important
ingredients in human relationships at
work is interpersonal communication.
You can dramatically improve your
skills and become a master at it by
learning and practicing interpersonal
communication at work. Here are a few
very valuable tips to improve your skills:
• Networking
Experts say if you always wait for
other people to introduce themselves
first in networking, you may miss out
on opportunities in meeting people that
can later help your career. When you introduce yourself with a smile to a new
person you first meet, it helps you to be
proactive in engaging others in getting
to know you. This is an important first
step in any positive interaction.
The next step is to try your best to
always make an effort to remember
and use peoples’ names, because calling people by their name is a sign of
politeness and recognition. You feel respected and important when people remember your name after meeting you,
because it makes a positive and lasting
impression on you.
• Win-win solutions and gather the
facts
Before communicating with other

people, your personal desire is to successfully gain a win-win solution, because not all outcomes you desire are
good for the relationship. It is not worth
proving you are right and the other people are wrong, because you might have
won the argument, but lost the relationship. Therefore, to focus and maintain unbiased communication with the
other people, you need to gather the
facts with the acceptable justifications.
• Listen carefully and do not expect
anything
There are two-way streets — focus 50% of the time in listening while
talking — to achieve interpersonal
communication effectively with people.
Unfortunately, there are many people
whose focus is on talking, and therefore, they quickly lose the main points of
what the other people say. You can only
change yourself and accept the other’s
point of view. It does not matter how
much work you have put into structuring your interpersonal communication,
because there are no guarantees that
the other people will react to as you expected. The best thing you can do is to
be well prepared, accept the conversation outcome with the other people, and
accordingly adapt your actions.

• Practice to calm down
If you disagree with other peoples’
thoughts, and you are emotional about
the situation, the expert advice is that
you need to calm down by approaching
the communication with an open tone.
Smiling, being quiet, and calming down
will give you the benefit of the doubt
and invites others to listen.
• Do not use courtesy words
Frequently using courtesy words and
phrases — thank you, please, and sorry
— is a sign of weakness in other peoples’ mind for business communication.
If you frequently say that you are sorry
in communicating, you start to build a
negative reputation in the other’s mind
as someone who is often at fault or
can be easily picked on. Both impressions put your career at a disadvantage.
Therefore, it is important to understand
when to use courtesy words and when
not to.
In summary, the key to improve and
offer interpersonal communication effectively is a matter of practice by interacting with the other employees at
work. When you consciously put a lot
of effort into improving your interpersonal communication, you will become
more effective over time.
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Representative winners of the Project of the Year Award pose with Fahad E. Al-Helal during a recent ceremony sponsored by Project Management. The 2018 winners included Shedgum-Yanbu’ — 1
Pipelines, Master Gas System Expansion — Phase I, Khafji to Tanajib Sour Gas Handling and Compression — Tanajib Plant, Completion of Crash Rated Fence — Phase II, Completion of Home Ownership
Lots, Increment III, Phase IIA in al-Hasa, and Completion of Home Ownership Lots, Increment VIII, Phase II — Abqaiq.

PMOD recognizes excellence in project management
by Musherf Alamri

Dhahran — Excellence in project management was recognized through the first
edition of the Project of the Year Award
ceremony, an annual event organized by
the Project Management Office Department (PMOD). The ceremony was attended
by members of the Project Management
administrative area and other supporting
organizations.

project activity expands

In his opening remarks, Fahad E. Al-Helal, Saudi Aramco vice president of Project
Management, highlighted the significance
of the company’s 2018 project portfolio,
which is the largest in Saudi Aramco’s history. Al-Helal noted that Project Management crews executed more than 500 million man-hours, which was approximately
25% higher than 2017.
He also emphasized the number of completed projects was impressively higher in
2018, with 19 projects completed compared to six in 2017. These completed
projects included major programs, such as
Phase 1 of the expansion of the Master Gas
System, Jubail Bulk Plant, and the South
Yanbu’ Terminal.
“While Saudi Aramco’s projects are increasing in quantity, magnitude, and value,
projects are being better planned and executed through robust project management
at the highest levels of safety,” Al-Helal
said.
Project Management’s safety record has
dramatically improved, and during 2018,
contractor traffic infractions decreased by
62% compared to 2017.
Other factors contributing to the reduction include the deployment of 10 different technologies in operations and safety. These technologies helped to increase
awareness, decrease incidents and boost
efficiencies. Some of these technologies
include Rapid Impact Compaction, Vacuum
Excavation and Conxtech.
Al-Helal also underscored the role attendees of the ceremony have played in delivering projects on time, within budget, and at
the highest levels of quality.
“The company is recognized for its leadership in being a reliable supplier of energy
and its world-class performance excellence
in executing mega-projects,” Al-Helal said.
“This is based on the work of the Project
Management organization, support entities, project proponents, and many others.”

award inspiration and criteria

The inspiration for launching the award
came as a result of Saudi Aramco receiv-

Fahad E. Al-Helal emphasizes the importance of cultivating the next generation of project
management professionals through mentoring and creating a conducive environment for
growth and learning. Al-Helal recognized the first edition of the Project of the Year Award
ceremony, an annual event organized by the Project Management Office Department. (Photos:
Ahmad El Itani/MPD)

ing a number of prestigious global recognitions. Some of these award and
recognitions include Time magazine’s
acknowledgment in 2018 of the “King
Abdulaziz Center for World Culture (Ithra)”
building as one of the best 100 places in
the world to visit.
The company also received the Hamdan
Bin Mohammad Award for Innovative Project Management for the completion of
Phase I of the Master Gas System (MGS)
Expansion project in record time and within
budget. This award was awarded at a ceremony at the Dubai International Project
Management Forum.
Badr M. Burshaid, manager of the PMOD,
said, “These international projects awards
have inspired Saudi Aramco Project Management to establish its own project recognition platform to highlight the part Project
Management has played in winning these
awards.”
Burshaid further stated that through the
Project of the Year Award, “We will promote competition and encourage project
management to focus on excellence in
execution through project drivers such as
schedule, cost, quality, and safety.”
The criteria for the selection of the projects of the year consists of the Project Management team’s ability to control scope,
adhere to schedule, comply with budget,
deliver a quality product, exceed safety
standards, and manage cash flow. Projects
were awarded with bonus points for im-

proving best practices, including the implementation of lessons learned, mitigation of
project risks, constructibility, and mobilization planning.

winners

Below is the list of projects that achieved
the Project of the Year Award:
Project A and B Category
• First place: Shedgum-Yanbu’ — 1
Pipelines
• Second place: Master Gas System Expansion — Phase I
• Third place: Khafji to Tanajib Sour Gas
Handling and Compression — Tanajib Plant
Project C and C1 Category
• First place: Completion of Crash Rated
Fence — Phase II
• Second place: Completion of Home
Ownership Lots, Increment III, Phase IIA —
al-Hasa
• Third place: Completion of Home
Ownership Lots, Increment VIII, Phase II —
Abqaiq

new technologies and safety

During the event, a panel discussion consisting of Al-Helal; Abdulrahman A. Amer
of the Amiral Program; Ahmed O. Aredhi,
manager of the Oil Facilities Project Department; Mansour S. Shehri, manager of the
Pipeline Project Department, and Motaz
A. Al-Mashouk, general manager of Community Infrastructure and Public Projects
(CI&IP), was held and moderated by Abdul-

lah S. Seflan from PMOD.
Al-Mashouk emphasized the importance
of taking ownership of the work site by reporting unsafe conditions. He also advised
all attendees to spread the message that
everyone is responsible for safety, and if
safety infractions are witnessed at a construction site, take action.
“We all have a responsibility to address
unsafe acts, and each of us are all accountable to ensure that proper safety controls
are in place,” he said.
Al-Mashouk added that by adapting new
construction technologies, risk and costs
can be reduced while expediting the project timeline. Saudi Aramco introduced innovative technologies in new projects such
as the King Salman Energy Park and within
CI&IP, which have leveraged the benefits
of proactive technologies such as “Rapid
Impact Compaction” to clear unnecessary
equipment from the work site. Through this
decrease in equipment, risk and other costs
have been reduced.
The event also included a safety presentation by Mohanned A. Sihati of PMOD’s
Project Metrics Division. Sihati said, “Construction is one of the riskiest industries
that requires additional vigilance and caution.” He urged attendees to take initiative
at the work site by reporting unsafe conditions via Saudi Aramco’s Safety reporting
application.

an environment conducive
to growth and learning

In closing remarks, Al-Helal reiterated
his congratulations to the winning project
teams as well as attendees for all of the
accomplishments in 2018. He encouraged
the attendees to celebrate Project Management’s successes in 2018 with their staff
who contributed to the realization of these
successful results.
He further noted that people should never underestimate the power of a compliment to increase productivity and job satisfaction.
Al-Helal then outlined the major challenges facing the implementation of future projects, including increasing the pool
of contractors and subcontractors, and
the company’s huge expansion into petrochemicals. In light of Saudi Aramco youthful demographics, Al-Helal emphasized the
importance of cultivating the next generation of project management professionals
through mentoring and creating a conducive environment for growth and learning.
“They are fast learners, and they are eager to make a name for themselves,” said
Al-Helal. “So give them the opportunity.”
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promoting knowledge exchange

SAOO celebrates success of PDP Knowledge Exchange Program
PDPs would learn about the hosting department’s operations and facilities.
During the visits, hosts shared their
unique best practices. This was considered a great chance to learn about other
departments’ new technologies and acquire valuable insight. At the same time,
the PDPs would have the opportunity to
build a professional network between each
other, which will eventually help SAOO departments to get closer to each other and
bridge skill gaps between them.
“Our young professionals can grow faster and more structured if they attend such
visits and meet others who have spent a
long time in the facilities,” said Sami S. Al
Huwais, acting manager with the Abqaiq
Plants Maintenance Department.
Furthermore, the program was a great
opportunity for PDPs to sharpen their soft
skills by presenting different topics and organizing their visits.
“Such visits will unleash the PDP’s potential and raise awareness of their organization’s criticality not just to the company,
but to the country and the whole world,”
said Salah A. Al-Juaidan, Sea Water Injection Department manager.
Visiting Professional Development Program employees learn about various types of equipment during a visit to the North Ghawar Producing
Department. Visits to sites throughout Southern Area Oil Operations are considered an integral part of the Knowledge Exchange Program.
by Abdulaziz Almasoud and Naif Alhwoaikan

The young
professionals should
consider this
program as an
opportunity to learn
about other
organizations, and
bring back the
knowledge and
technologies gained
to their home
department.
— Khaled A. Al-Buraik

Naif A. Alhwoaikan, program coordinator,
delivers the program’s first cycle presentation
during the 2019 Southern Area Oil Operations
(SAOO) Professional Development Program
(PDP) Forum. It was Alhowaikan’s idea upon
which the SAOO PDP Knowledge Exchange
Program was created, and the first cycle success
was recently celebrated.

As part of Southern Area Oil Operations’
(SAOO) continuous efforts to promote
knowledge exchange between the departments, a new program was established in
April 2018 to enhance the exchange of
knowledge between all departments in
SAOO.
The first cycle of the SAOO Professional
Development Program (PDP) Knowledge
Exchange Program concluded with more
than 260 participants visiting 15 facilities.
Forty-five technical sessions were delivered
— 18 of which were best practices, while
16 were new technologies.
“We were overwhelmed by the hosting
department’s eagerness and generosity in
sharing their department’s best practices and new technologies, which led to a
successful program,” said Abdulaziz A.
Almasoud, an engineer with the Khurais
Producing Department, and then program
coordinator.
SAOO celebrated the successful completion of the first year during the 2019
SAOO PDP Forum.

from the beginning

The program was established as a result of an idea presented by PDP Naif A.
Alhwoaikan, who suggested establishing a

As part of Southern Area Oil Operations
Professional Development Program Knowledge
Exchange Program, Ali A. Al-Wadi, an
engineer with Abqaiq Plants, presents on a
new technology. Host department PDPs take
the lead during the program, presenting a
general overview of their department before
speaking more specifically about its operations,
processes, and facilities. This is followed by
technical sessions on new technologies and best
practices.

monthly program to gather SAOO PDPs in
one of its departments to learn about the
department and build a professional network.
Khaled A. Al-Buraik, SAOO vice president, liked the idea and asked Alhwoaikan
to work on it with full support from SAOO
management.
The program committee was then established by Alhwoaikan and Almasoud, with
Brian Wilshaw of the SAOO Manpower Development Division (MDD) overseeing the
whole program. The committee started by
setting the program objectives, guidelines,
and plan. Then, the first visit was conducted to Abqaiq Plants in May 2018, followed
by all SAOO departments.

promoting knowledge exchange

The program began with the goal of
promoting knowledge exchange between
SAOO departments by arranging monthly
visits to one SAOO department, at which

visits

Typically, the host department’s manager would open with remarks and share
insights from their own experience. The
host department PDPs then took the lead,
presenting a general overview of their department before speaking more specifically
about its operations, processes, and facilities. This was then followed by technical
sessions on new technologies and best
practices.
Generally, this would be followed by facility tours for the PDPs, after which they
would complete a survey and rate the visit.
In time, these helped the committee to improve on the visits.
As a result of the participant suggestions,
the committee organized visits to external
areas, including OSPAS, the EXPEC Advanced Research Center, and the Corporate Data Center.
“It is very important for the PDPs to
know other parts of the business outside
the one they are assigned to,” said Abdul Latif M. Al-Odail, head of MDD with
SAOO.
”It enables them to learn from each other, network with each other, and learn the
best practices we have in the company.”

celebrating first cycle success

During a forum held in al-Hasa last
month, the committee celebrated the success of the first cycle by presenting its outcomes, and thanking SAOO management
and PDPs for their support that led to a
successful program.
“We received the fullest support from
SAOO management in this initiative,” said
Alhwoaikan, now the program coordinator.
“To me, this shows that in SAOO, empowerment is not just a word, but a culture.”
In the forum, the committee announced
the beginning of the second cycle, which
will be led by a new committee that will
work to maintain the momentum of the
first cycle and capitalize on its success. This
would help to elevate the program to the
next level by arranging visits to selected
external organizations to achieve the objective of promoting knowledge exchange
between SAOO departments and learning
from other market leaders.
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Internal Auditing:

what is it and where did it come from?
by Jamal Aldamari

Dhahran — Good governance is good
business. As one of the world’s largest fully
integrated energy and petrochemicals company, Saudi Aramco has a long history of
adhering to the highest standards of corporate governance and for running a successful business.
The organization entrusted with helping
the company’s management, organizations,
and employees to abide by those standards
is the Internal Auditing Department.
In May, as companies worldwide celebrate International Internal Auditing
Month, Internal Auditing is conducting an
awareness campaign to share information
about the role that internal auditing can
play in assisting Saudi Aramco management to address risks that are faced by the
company.
Unlike external auditors, who are hired
by companies for a specific service such as
ensuring accurate financial statements and
auditing past financial and process performance, internal auditors play a much
broader role as an advocate and partner of
Saudi Aramco management, with the goal
of achieving the company’s business objectives.
Providing service to operational management, executive management, and to the
Board Audit Committee, Internal Auditing
is an in-house team of accountants, Information Technology (IT) experts, data miners, and analysts who can assess issues
such as risk management, corporate governance, organizational objectives, operational efficiency and effectiveness, compliance
with laws and policies, and more.

auditing: a brief history

Auditing controls have existed for as long
as governance and commerce have existed
— and with good reason. Any human organization needs to ensure that its objectives
are met while preventing theft, fraud, and
other irregularities.
The term “audit” has roots dating back
to the Roman Empire. It is derived from
the Latin term “audire,” which means “to
hear,” because in ancient times, auditors
listened to the oral reports of responsible
officers, owners, or those having authority, and they confirmed the accuracy of the
reports. Over the years, the role of auditors
evolved to verify written records.
As commerce and industries evolved and
became bigger and more sophisticated,

• 1844 British
Parliament passed
the Joint Stock
Companies Act.
• Requires directors
report to
shareholders via
audited financial
statement.

1840s-1920s

1920s-1960s
• 1933 and 1934
the U.S. Securities
Act was passed,
which created the
Security Exchange
Commission. It
required companies
to issue audited
income statements.

• Increased
transaction volume
— auditing shifted
from transaction
verification
to reliance on
companies’ internal
controls to riskbased auditing.

1990s-present
• 2002 Sarbaes-Oxly Act
was passed. The act
required auditors to
audit the adequacy of
internal controls over
financial reporting.

1960s-1990s

The Evolution of Auditing
so have the systems of controls needed
to ensure attainment of objectives and to
provide reasonable assurance to owners or
those that have authority over the business.
In 1941, the Institute of Internal Auditors
(IIA) was founded in New York City by a
small group of practicing internal auditors
to provide unified and common standards
and a body of knowledge. Since then, the
IIA has expanded globally and boasts about
200,000 memberships worldwide.

Saudi Aramco experience

As early as 1947, Saudi Aramco was
conducting audits in support of management and the Board of Directors. Initially,
management relied on traveling auditors
from the U.S. to meet the need for internal
controls assessment, but in 1949, the first
resident internal auditing entity was established.
As the oil and gas industry progressed,
providing energy that powered the great
post-war economic expansion that created our modern world today, our Internal
Auditing Department evolved to become a
partner to management. The department
positioned itself to help management in
protecting the organization against both
traditional and emerging risk by providing
independent and objective consultation
about risk and opportunities, and by making valuable recommendations for assessing
and strengthening corporate governance.
The mission of Internal Auditing is to
support management and the Board Audit Committee in discharging its responsibilities. Internal Auditing conducts various
types of audits, including:
• Operational
• Integrated
• Process
• IT
• Hot spot reviews
• Special audit (fraud investigations).
While internal auditors work primarily with management, the Internal Auditing function benefits
all employees in every organization
of the company.
The primary objectives of Internal
Auditing are to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of operations,
to strengthen the reliability of financial
and management reporting, to ensure
compliance with laws and regulations,
and to safeguard the company’s assets. All
of these objectives help to maintain the
sustainability of Saudi Aramco, which pro-

vides energy to the world, and economic
development to the Kingdom.

the future of Internal Auditing

As the saying goes, “the only thing that
is constant is change.” The Internal Auditing Department is no exception. Drivers for
change come from different directions and
sources. The drivers that may have an impact on the Internal Auditing profession are
disruptive technologies.
A disruptive technology, according to
Harvard Business School professor Clayton
M. Christensen, is “one that displaces an
established technology and shakes up the
industry or a groundbreaking product that
creates a completely new industry.”
For the profession of Internal Auditing,
one technology that might have a disruptive or transformative impact is blockchain.
This technology will have a great impact
on the way that Internal Auditing renders
its traditional responsibility to provide assurance and advice to the Board and senior management. The disruptive effect of
blockchain technology is widely recognized
in the financial sector. Other industries are
either slowly realizing the coming change,
while others are taking a wait-and-see attitude to the advent of these disruptive technologies.
Understanding how blockchain could
transform the auditing field was made clear
by a team of researchers from the Geneva
School of Business Administration. In 2016,
this team conducted a study in Switzerland
on the potential impacts of blockchain on
the auditing profession. Approximately
62% of audit professionals who were interviewed believed that the audit profession
will become more IT orientated.
They anticipated that the main objective
of a financial audit will no longer be to ensure the regularity and sincerity of a company’s financial statements, but rather to
review the information systems, and in particular, to ensure that blockchain technology is properly set up and deployed. Therefore, future auditors will be required to
have more IT knowledge in addition to the
accounting skills to provide the assurance
necessary to the Board and management.
With the introduction of disruptive technologies, risk velocity will increase, thereby
imposing the need for Internal Auditing to
anticipate and proactively advise management on emerging risk, and provide preventive control to maximize risk management,
rather than relying solely on assurance that
focuses on historic data.

Internal Auditing

does your department
need a checkup?
Contact Internal Auditing Advisory Services to
learn how to improve your organization health

Tower R-505
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia 31311
966-13-874-7568 or email
AuditAdvisoryservices@exchange.aramco.com.sa
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a new Shared Services operating model to enhance
by Mohammad Tayyab

Abdulaziz M. Al-Judaimi

This was done
deliberately to
ensure our
employees, who are
the most important
asset, are fully
aware and capable
of fitting in and
comfortably working
with the new
change that’s about
to take place.
— Abdulaziz M.
Al-Judaimi

During the workshop, the Downstream Shared
Services Implementation Team, along with the
Ras Tanura Cluster Shared Services Department,
presented their readiness to attendees, seeking
their feedback on the design and execution
plan of the shared services launch.

In the spirit of Saudi Aramco’s continual
drive to maximize value, Downstream recently welcomed the creation of Technical
Administrative and Maintenance Shared
Services (TEAMS), which looks to enhance
shared resources, knowledge, and best
practices between adjacent facilities at two
locations — Ras Tanura (RT) and Yanbu’.
Downstream developed the shared services model through a multi-pronged approach that included a study of models
adopted by industry peers, involvement of
subject matter experts, internal best practices, and the past experience of a similar
model in Yanbu’. Using a criteria of no
more than 25 kilometers to group adjacent
facilities, TEAMS involves three facilities
each in RT (RT Refinery, Ju’aymah NGL Fractionation, and Eastern Region Terminals)
as well as Yanbu’ (Yanbu’ Refinery, Yanbu’
NGL Fractionation, and Western Region
Terminals).
“It’s a new operating model,” said Sami
M. BuRushaid, leader of the TEAMS implementation initiative. “It will redefine
the relationship between maintenance,
engineering, admin,
and operations,
transforming them
into service provider and service requester. It essentially Sami M. BuRushaid
weaves the essence
of customer service into the fabric of the
organizations.”

TEAMS drivers

Until recently, each facility was operating
as an independent entity — each with its
own administrative, maintenance, and engineering structures and functions. With
that came natural variances in management styles, processes, and performance
between facilities. As a result, some facilities were operating more efficiently in certain areas than others, and pockets of best
practice were not easily accessible.
“Sometimes you’ll see one organization
that is overwhelmed with work, while the
facility next door may have the capacity to
take up more work,” said BuRushaid. He
added that beyond staffing, one organization sometimes has equipment or expertise
that another needs, but currently, organizational silos prevent one from sharing resources with another.
The TEAMS model will overcome such

limitations and will create efficiencies by
centralizing the reporting of all selected
functions, eliminating the silos between facilities, and allowing the seamless sharing
of resources and services at the cluster level, all while maintaining dedicated resources for each facility to ensure an adequate
response to all needs. TEAMS will evenly
distribute the workload across facilities and
provide much better work-life balance for
employees. The current knowledge, skills,
and expertise localized at a facility will now
be elevated at the cluster level in RT and
Yanbu’ to reap additional benefits.

thoughtful, careful planning

Downstream commissioned a feasibility
study in 2017 to ensure a clear case could
be made in creating shared services at RT
and Yanbu’. Upon accepting the recommendations of the study, a project implementation team composed of highly competent individuals from the six facilities was
formed in January 2018 to commence the
planning and design phase of shared services. Senior professionals from other organizations such as the Organization Consulting Department (OCD), the Personnel
Department, and others were also included
on the team. Others joined as needed.
The implementation team analyzed the
feasibility study recommendations and
studied similar models in practice by industry peers. As a result, the team developed a
version of shared services that is more suited to realizing the expected benefits with
no business interruptions. The planning
and design phase was managed under four
main focus areas: Organizational Change,
Business and Practice Streamlining, Systems
and Logistics, and Change Management.
“The implementation team has taken a
very comprehensive approach in managing
a change of such magnitude. They have
come up with a very robust implementation
road map that is well thought through and
has every possibility of delivering expected
benefits,” said Abdullah M. Al-Mansour,
executive director of Pipelines, Distribution
and Terminals (PD&T).
Stakeholders were engaged throughout
the design phase to ensure their participation and support. To achieve this objective,
a steering committee headed by Abdulaziz
M. Al-Judaimi, senior vice president of
Downstream, and composed of Suleman A.
Al-Bargan, vice president of Domestic Refining and NGL Fractionation, Al-Mansour,
and Nayef S. Otaibi, manager of OCD; was
formed. A review committee comprising
all facility managers was also formed. They

Suleman A. Al-Bargan

Abdullah M.
Al-Mansour

were regularly consulted and informed
upon realization of each milestone during
the design phase.
A team of change agents (three to four
senior professionals per impacted organization) was selected and assembled from
each facility to communicate key changes to employees and attend to pre-phase
launch readiness activities. Various communication channels such as mass awareness campaigns, emails, group sessions,
FAQ documents, monthly project progress
report, steering committee meetings, and
town hall meetings ensured frequent interaction with all stakeholders. This was
reflected when 94% of the employees
expressed their support for the shared services model in a recently conducted anonymous pulse survey.
With a goal of understanding and standardizing work processes across the organizations, subject matter experts were assembled from each organization to map
common and high priority processes for
the facilities. More than 220 experts conducted over 100 workshops to identify the
best possible streamlined processes — 56
in total — to deliver better efficiencies and
performance gains. A specialized consultant was also employed to benchmark the
streamlined processes against the best organizations globally.
The result was a proposal to gather similar processes from each organization and
have them operate under a single umbrella under a single common management,
following standardized processes incorporating internal and external best practices. Maintenance and selected engineering
functions will be unified, while each facility
will manage its own operations specific to
them.

phased implementation
approach

To minimize business interruption, the
implementation of TEAMS is being rolled
out systematically and at a natural pace.
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value creation

There is no physical relocation of people,
ensuring that crews needed by the facilities
will remain with them, thereby avoiding
any negative impact on day-to-day operations.
“The phased-in approach is being taken
to ensure that the next steps are taken only
once the previous phase has successfully
met its objectives. Such an approach also
allows for applying lessons learned from
one phase to the other,” said Al-Bargan.
Al-Judaimi said, “This was done deliberately to ensure our employees, who are
the most important asset, are fully aware
and capable of fitting in and comfortably
working with the new change that’s about
to take place.”
Phase 1 was successfully launched in October, and included Laboratory Services,
Contracting, and HR. Since these functions are already centralized, they were
easy to migrate to TEAMS. However, significant changes took place in Phase 2,
which launched in January and included
Shops, Preventive Maintenance, specialized
maintenance disciplines such as analyzers,
digital and metering, as well as technical
services such as Reliability Engineering and
Technical Support functions in the RT cluster.
Phase 3 is projected to begin in the second quarter of 2019 in Yanbu’ with the
same services as Phase 2. Phase 4 will follow in September 2019 and will migrate
Projects and Turnaround and Inspection
functions at RT and Yanbu’ clusters.
Line Maintenance will be the last phase,
which is anticipated to be implemented by
the end of the year to ensure all related
functions are already established successfully
prior to the migration of Line Maintenance,
which is most critical to the operations.

The branding theme was created using the
LEGO bricks reflecting the concept that bringing
different resources together can achieve infinite
possibilities and using the famous quote by
Aristotle, “The whole is greater than the sum of
its parts,” which articulates the essence that the
sharing concept makes us stronger together.

A panel discussion on Downstream Shared Services was held in Ras Tanura (RT) to provide a venue for RT area management and front-line employees to
interact with the Downstream management as part of the project change management strategy. During the event, Abdulaziz M. Al-Judaimi, senior vice
president of Downstream, emphasized the importance of creating shared services in the business line and urged everyone to be part of the success of
this initiative. The panel was moderated by Hasan S. Asiri. Panelists, from left, are Sami M. BuRushaid, leader of the TEAMS implementation initiative;
Suleman A. Al-Bargan, vice president of Domestic Refining and NGL Fractionation; Al-Judaimi; Abdullah M. Al-Mansour, executive director of Pipelines,
Distribution, and Terminals; and Fawwaz I. Nawwab, general manager of the RT Refinery.

benefits

Al-Judaimi stressed that the intent of the
TEAMS initiative is not to reduce the workforce but rather to maximize the value of
the existing one.
“We have good people and the right resources for the job. Therefore, people will
not be sidelined in shared services,” said
Al-Judaimi, who urged employees to take
advantage of this opportunity to upskill,
grow, and gain exposure.
With the ability to share resources across
organizations, the opportunities for staff
within the TEAMS are plentiful. First,
in terms of expertise, opportunities for
self-development have multiplied. Staff
can now learn from experts not only within
their organization, but across the cluster.
Furthermore, they will have access to experts from a greater number of specializations, opening doors to learning new skills
and trade crafts to which they previously
had no experience or exposure.
Second, the career progression paths for
these employees have increased as well
since they will be able to compete for chief
positions across the organizations rather
than just within their own facilities.
The potential value creation from these
changes is found across the individual and
business levels. Employees benefit from
a more balanced workload and improved
work order planning process, as well as
self-development and career growth op-

portunities. The company also benefits
from a more elevated and productive workforce. During the process of streamlining
workshops, the implementation team and
experts identified over 200 improvement
opportunities that will likely deliver more
value than originally envisioned.

greater than the sum of its parts

The synergy created by integrating the
RT and Yanbu’ facilities far outweighs their
value of operating alone. In terms of workforce development, the centralization of
knowledge sharing and best practices will
lead to significant increases in efficiency
and quality.
Financially, significant savings are expected from the sharing of equipment, balancing of the workload, as well as gains from
increased efficiency, improved productivity
and improved service levels.
Khalid A. Al-Hamid, operations manager
at RT Refinery, has already experienced the
benefits of the integration.
“Feedback from our employees has been
that the new setup has made the lab more
customer focused. We’ve had very positive feedback from the changes,” Al-Hamid said. “We feel very positive about the
move. As a facility owner, it will give me
access to a bigger talent pool. Plus, it will
allow us to better manage our spare parts
and tools.”
Al-Judaimi noted, “It will also be a Center

of Excellence within Downstream manufacturing, covering all aspects — operations,
maintenance, and engineering.”
The implementation of TEAMS will result
in no boundaries between adjacent facilities with a maximum availability of resources, and a maximum availability of tools and
equipment. It will unlock potential synergies that can be unleashed by integrating
and harmonizing similar processes across
the facilities supported by a robust governance framework. And all stakeholders, including employees and organizations, stand
to benefit from the endless possibilities that
the shared services model will deliver.
It is, in effect, a value creation vehicle
that will raise the bar in terms of performance, as well as quality and timely delivery of services.

Hussain Hubail facilitates one of the business
process streamlining workshops with subject
matter experts from the Eastern Region
Terminal, the Ras Tanura Refinery, Ju’aymah
NGL, Western Region Terminal, Yanbu’ NGL
Fractionation, and Yanbu’ Refinery.
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expanding our strategic vision for nonmetallic materials

Saudi Aramco introduces road map at NACE Corrosion 2019
Conference in U.S.
was used by Saudi Aramco to showcase our
corporate Nonmetallic Materials Strategy
in regard to the Road Map for Nonmetallic
Materials in the building and construction
sector.
The conference was attended by more
than 6,500 attendees and over 350 exhibitors.

Riyadh S. Al-Shiban presents the Saudi Aramco
Nonmetallic Materials Strategy and Road Map
in the Building and Construction sector during
the Third Middle East and Africa Forum at the
NACE Corrosion 2019 Conference, which was
held recently in Nashville, Tennessee, in the U.S.

Mohammed F. Al-Subaie delivers his closing
remarks during the event. The NACE West Area
and Africa Area used the forum to present
its annual awards. The “Outstanding Section
Award” went to NACE Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Section, and the “Excellence in Corrosion
Science and Technology” award went to Saudi
Aramco CSD corrosion engineer Faisal M. AlAbbas.
by Mohammed F. Al-Subaie

Nashville, Tennessee — Saudi Aramco
sponsored the Third Middle East and Africa
Forum at the NACE Corrosion 2019 Conference, which was held recently in Nashville,
Tennessee, in the U.S.
Organized by NACE West Asia and Africa Area under the theme “The Harmony
of Corrosion Control and Mega-Projects
in the Middle East and Africa,” the forum

a nonmetallic road map
and strategy

of maturity. The presentation was concluded by sharing success deployment stories to
encourage further collaboration with industry leaders and promote the use of nonmetallic mature technologies in all sectors.
The forum concluded by recognizing the
event’s sponsors and speakers, and then,
closing remarks were delivered by Mohammed F. Al-Subaie, an engineering specialist
in CSD and director of the West Asia and
Africa Area.

Riyadh S. Al-Shiban, head of the Civil
and Structural Engineering Division in the
Consulting Services Department (CSD), presented the road map and corporate strategy, highlighting the company’s Nonmetallic
Materials Strategy and its vision to increase
demand on oil, generate more revenues,
minimize life cycle cost, localize manufacturing, and reduce our carbon footprint.
Following the strategy overview, AlShiban shared a deep-dive on nonmetallic
materials for the building and construction
sector. He highlighted four focus areas, including polymer concrete, composite cladding, alternative to steel, and flooring and
building accessories.
To enable Saudi Aramco to achieve its
target, four tracks have been established
— maximizing deployment, promoting research and development, supporting localization through the iktva initiative, and investing in relevant companies in all stages

The NACE West Asia and Africa Area also
used the forum to present its annual area
awards in two categories. The “Outstanding Section Award” was awarded to NACE
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia Section, and the “Excellence in Corrosion Science and Technology” was awarded to Faisal M. Al-Abbas, a
corrosion engineering specialist in CSD.
The conference included a technical symposium on “Nonmetallic Materials for Oil
and Gas Producing Environments.”
Also, NACE International has a dedicated Technical Committee, STG-10, on
“Nonmetallic Materials of Construction.”
This year, STG-10 held meetings on asset
integrity management, corrosion solutions
for the chemical process industry with polymer-based materials, and an expert panel
discussion on the application of nonmetallic
materials in construction.

awards and a symposium

new onboarding program launched by Pipelines, Distribution and Terminals
by Waad A. Albuainain

Dhahran — Pipelines, Distribution and
Terminals (PD&T) recently launched its new
program called “PD&T Onboarding + for
Professionals.” The one-day event held at
the North Park auditorium was attended by
33 PD&T nontechnical professionals who
have been hired since 2015.
The objectives of the program are to expand and enrich the employees’ knowledge
of PD&T and Saudi Aramco and other topics, and to build connections between the
young professionals from all departments.

enhancing engagement

The event’s opening remarks
were given by Waad A. Albuainain, a generalist with

Human Resources (HR).
“We are pleased to start the first session
of this program that will definitely broaden
your knowledge about PD&T business and
other different topics,” said Albuainain.
“This program will also build the connection between PD&T nontechnical professionals.”
Bader S. Alshammari, an HR assistant
said, “These type of programs enhance the
engagement between Admin areas and its
professional employees.”
The program included an overview of
PD&T delivered by Amr M. Mughamis, an
analyst with the Planning and Performance
Management Department.
Attendees were also engaged in a business game to expand their knowledge of
PD&T and its various functions.

presentations

Jeffrey D. Melick from the Management
and Professional Development Department (M&PDD) delivered a presentation
on “Three Steps to a Fulfilling Career,”
which focused on knowing yourself,
finding a good mentor, and maintaining a focus on long-term goals.
Alhareth Z. Qunaibet, also with
M&PDD, spoke to attendees about
the main functions and tools of the
new “My Career” website. Derek
J. Downey, also with M&PDD, led a
discussion about “Excellence,” emphasizing that things we do — and
how we do them — matters.
Jarod C. Pepper from Law gave
a presentation on ethics. Carlos
E. Bernal, who is with the Projects and Technical Support
Department, talked about
PD&T’s contributions to
Saudi Aramco’s innovation system.

Alhareth Z. Qunaibet speaks about the primary
functions and tools of the new My Career
website during a recent PD&T Onboarding +
for Professionals session in Dhahran. Qunaibet
was one of several subject matter experts and
professionals to speak at the event, which
sought to expand and enrich the employees’
knowledge of PD&T and Saudi Aramco and
other topics, and to build connections between
the young professionals from all departments.

Jarod Pepper discusses ethics with young
professionals and new employees during the
onboarding event conducted by PD&T recently
in Dhahran.

Paul C. Burgess from M&PDD spoke
about “Human Energy Management,” telling attendees how to skillfully invest their
energy.
Alshammary made a presentation on
“Managing Your Emotions,” discussing the
relationship between emotional intelligence
and success, and different strategies to control emotions.

ment,” said Ghada B. Abalkhail, a generalist with HR.
“I believe that such events give a great
opportunity for PD&T young professionals
to network and engage, which helps in improving people conversations and increase
the engagement level within our admin
area,” said Sarah F. Alsaif, an HR generalist
with Pipelines.
“The event was beneficial and enriched
my knowledge as a young professional,”
she added. “I enjoyed the opportunity to
broaden my knowledge of PD&T functions,
and the event had highly informative and
resourceful presentations related to my future career with the company.”

a success

The event was well-received by the attendees.
“The program was beneficial with a variety of topics and gave us an opportunity to
know other employees in the PD&T depart-
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Office Services emphasizes the basics in
road safety campaign
by Shaistha Khan

Dhahran — To educate new drivers on
road safety, Saudi Aramco’s Office Services
Department (OSD) recently took the lead in
organizing a two-day “She is a Skilled Driver” campaign.
Collaborating with various departments
across the company, the campaign provided
basic information on changing tires, conducting regular car maintenance, defensive
driving, and safety on and off the road.
Although all were welcome and encouraged to attend, the campaign was targeted
at Saudi Aramco and contractor female employees who have recently started driving.
The first day of the campaign kicked off
with an inauguration by Nabil A. Al-Nuaim,
executive director of Community Services
(CS), and management from participating
departments, including Loss Prevention,
Fire Protection, Dhahran Industrial Security Operations, the Traffic Safety Signature
Program (TSSP), Industrial Training/Dhahran
Driving Training Center, and Academic Programs and Partnerships.

the right message at
the right time

Speaking about the importance of such a
campaign, Al-Nuaim said that ensuring the
safety of the workforce is the responsibility
of all organizations.
OSD manager Ahmed A. Al-Zahid stated
that the campaign comes at the right time.
“In line with women empowerment,

OSD is educating female employees to be
confident and competent drivers who take
ownership of their vehicle, its upkeep, and
the safety of themselves and other road
users,” Al-Zahid said. “By teaching safe
driving habits, the correct action to take in
various scenarios, and providing emergency
contact numbers, women will be assured
of their ability to drive themselves to any
destination, giving them the freedom and
independence they want and need.
“Regardless of gender, all employees
would potentially benefit from the information shared during this campaign. Proper
care and maintenance increases vehicle
life expectancy, improves driving quality,
and reduces the risk of serious mechanical
problems, saving money on preventable repairs,” he added.

safe driving techniques
on display

The campaign included 10 booths that
provided informational material, demonstrations, and interactive sessions for visitors.
The Saudi Aramco Dhahran Driving Training Center had a booth with demonstrations on tire age determination, changing a
flat tire, and an overview of parts under the
hood of a car.
“As a new driver — regardless of whether it is a man or a woman — it is important to be aware of the dangers of an
overheated engine or irregular engine

Firefighters demonstrate
how to put out a car on
fire and save passengers
as part of the recent
“She is a Skilled Driver”
road safety campaign
conducted by the Office
Services Department.
Open to employees
throughout the
company, the campaign
put a special focus on
women drivers who
have been behind the
wheel since June of last
year.

9

Shatha A. Baadi gives opening remarks during the inauguration of the “She is a Skilled Driver”
road safety campaign. The first day of the campaign kicked off with an inauguration by Nabil A. AlNuaim and management from participating departments, including Loss Prevention, Fire Protection,
Dhahran Industrial Security Operations, the Traffic Safety Signature Program, the Industrial Training/
Dhahran Driving Training Center, and Academic Programs and Partnerships.

maintenance,” said Azizah S. Alshahrany,
an Industrial Skills instructor with the Industrial Training Department.

Qyadati program

The TSSP shared information about its
award-winning Qyadati program — an online driver awareness program available in
five languages. The program is designed
to educate drivers on traffic safety, regulations, and preventive driving.
Dhahran Industrial Security Operations
shared information on Saudi Aramco violations, reporting on emergencies, and motor vehicle accidents within Saudi Aramco
communities and facilities, getting through
Saudi Aramco gates, replacing vehicle stickers and license plates, as well as accessing
restricted areas.
Other interactive booths focused on accident rescue equipment, seat belt use, and
car rollover simulators where visitors had an
opportunity to witness the impact of an accident — while using a seat belt.

our responsibility

Shatha A. Baadi, who works with the
Planning and Performance Management
Department within Operations and Busi-

At the “Under the Hood Demonstration” booth,
two women listen carefully to presenter Maha
Al-Shammari’s explanation from the Saudi
Aramco Driving Center about proper driving
techniques.

ness Services, said the campaign is aligned
with the department’s corporate responsibility.
“OSD believes it is part of our social responsibility to support female drivers and
help in bridging the knowledge gap,” said
Baadi. “That is why we have collaborated
with different entities to bring together all
the essential knowledge in one venue, for
females to come, learn, and enjoy.”
The successful campaign was attended
by more than 1,000 visitors.

Northern Area Oil Operations recognizes graduates from
apprenticeship program
by Zouhair Kaaki

Tanajib — The Human Resources Development Division within Northern Area Oil
Operations (NAOO) recently held a recognition ceremony to recognize graduates of its
Apprenticeship Program for Non-Employees
on their accomplishments.
The event was opened by Abdulhakeem
H. Hazazi, a training adviser, who welcomed
the graduates.
“Last month we recognize 41 graduates,
and we are pleased to celebrate the graduation of 40 apprentices who have completed
the apprenticeship program without any absences,” he said.
Hazazi added that the recognition program is a practice started in Safaniyah Area
Producing to assure everyone that the development of human resources is a main pillar of the sustained follow-up for all trainees
“from Day 1 through to their graduation.
“Gaining this honor is a result of what

you have achieved during your training. You
are the main pillar in this field,” he said.
“Recently, you joined the company as trainees. Today, you became employees, who
will keep up with science and technology
and well-vetted work.”
Talal Almansour, a Human Resources
generalist, welcomed the audience and
congratulated the graduates, telling them,

“You are the promising future and hopes.”
Before concluding, Safaniyah Onshore
Producing manager Mansour F. Al Dossary
also congratulated the graduates, urging
them to follow the safety rules inside and
outside the company.
At the end of the ceremony, a memorial
photograph was taken with Safaniyah Area
Producing general manager Ali S. Al Ajmi.

An other 40 graduates from the
Apprenticeship Program for Non-Employees
were recently recognized by Northern Area Oil
Operations in a ceremony held in Tanajib.
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Shaybah airstrip
a logistical achievement
10 cover story

A lone airport runway deep in the heart of the Rub’ al-Khali is no small undertaking, even when it comes to an upgrade of facilities. The Shaybah
airstrip refurbishment was recently completed, allowing uninterrupted service at the company facilities in the remote location.

by Michael Ives

Shaybah — Forty thousand people,
1,800 bus trips, 333 flights, 296,000 safe
construction man-hours, 112,000 sq. meters of rubblized concrete, 400,000 sq. meters of asphalt, 4,000,000 km of heavy-duty truck trips, 125 km of electrical cables,
77 days of construction work, and zero
incidents.

like brothers, like family
As young engineers on the project, Hussain I. Al Aithan and Ahmed S.
Owaidah both relished a challenge that
was new to them both. Al Aithan said he
has learned so much from the project,
with Owaidah nodding in agreement.
“We became brothers, like one big
family by the end,” said Owaidah. “Seeing the first flight after so many weeks
of intensive effort and work was amazing, with the whole of Shaybah so happy
to see the first flight land, smoothly and
safely.”
Both Al Aithan and Owaidah felt that
the project made them aware they could
do anything with the company’s trust

and support, including the invaluable
support of industrial services proponent
representative Talal N. Almaghlouth and
Consulting Services Department engineer
Waseem Khatri. Both provided reliable
expertise on the civil works, rubblization
design and implementation, asphalt mix
design, and pavement construction —
key for the early project completion.
On the project, Almaghlouth applied
his knowledge gained as a construction engineer in the Transportation and
Equipment Services Department to help
navigate the extensive national and international regulatory requirements that
apply to a landing strip, along with his
knowledge of asphalting projects, including his time helping expand Ithra’s parking for the Arab Summit held in 2018.

The new Shaybah airstrip required not only significant logistic dynamics, but also the dedicated
focus of a wide range of company experts and professionals. Led by a Saudi Aramco Project
Management team, integrating the Aviation, Transportation and Equipment Services, Project
Inspection, and Consulting Services departments, the team was fully supported by several
additional departments and affiliates, including Shaybah Producing, Aramco Overseas Company,
Materials and Logistics, Industrial Security, Facilities Planning, (PMOD), and full engagement from
contractor Sinohydro Corporation.

These are just some of the impressive statistics Saudi Aramco generated to
achieve the ahead of schedule upgrade of
the Shaybah airport runway, which welcomed its first touchdown on April 9, with
the formal reopening celebrated on April
16. But statistics only tell half the story. The
Shaybah airport runway upgrade shows
the deep commitment and ability of Saudi
Aramco’s people to come together to deliver exceptional outcomes, drawing on skill
sets from across the company.
Led by a Saudi Aramco Project Management team, integrating the Aviation,
Transportation and Equipment Services,
Project Inspection, and Consulting Services
departments, the team was fully supported by several additional departments and
affiliates, including the Shaybah Producing
Department, Aramco Overseas Company,
the Materials and Logistics Department,
the Industrial Security Department, the
Facilities Planning Department, the Project
Management Department (PMOD), and
full engagement from contractor Sinohydro Corporation.
The project implemented all the recommended Value Improving Practices,
and fully leveraged the recommendations
that resulted from workshops, including

Constructibility, Risk Management Project
Planning and Team Alignment, and Project
Definition Rating Index. The application of
these practices enabled the project team to
proactively establish mitigation measures
for potential project execution challenges.
The full commitment to corporate values
were the seeds for meeting project objectives with safe and early completion.
Fahd H. Cynndy, manager of Saudi Aramco’s Aviation Department, praised the
whole team, and captured the mood of
the project when he said that it was a real
testament to the commitment and care
for fellow colleagues that saw the project
through to a timely and safe completion.

awe inspiring and challenging

Surrounded by sand dunes (with heights
in excess of 175 meters) and embedded
on two connected salt flats, the Shaybah
airport is nestled in the awe-inspiring landscape of the Rub’ al-Khali (the Empty Quarter). It is also one of the harshest environments on Earth, which takes a serious toll
on infrastructure.
The Shaybah airport’s runway is no ex-
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Fahd H. Cynndy, Aviation Department manager, (pointing) discusses the improvements made to the Shaybah airstrip with Sultan Al-Ghadery, manager of Transportation and Equipment Services, (in
suit jacket and sunglasses) and members of the project team, during its opening ceremony on April 16. The Shaybah airport runway upgrade shows the deep commitment and ability of Saudi Aramco’s
people to come together to deliver exceptional outcomes, drawing on skill sets from across the company. (Photos: Moayed Al Qattan/MPD)

ception, exposed to blistering conditions
and pounded by the corrosive sands of the
Empty Quarter. After many years of service, it was time for a refurbishment of the
airstrip itself, which handles aircraft from
across the Saudi Aramco fleet, and also aircraft up to the size of a Boeing B767.
Removing from service the main transport artery for the natural gas liquids plant,
gas-oil separation plants, and related infrastructure that delivers millions of barrels
of oil and liquids every day was a serious
undertaking, not to mention the demands
placed on employees and contractors. This
was because rather than landing in the
center of Shaybah, a new way in — and
out — needed to be found during refurbishment, which was a government airbase 90 minutes away, through a challenging, winding, one track road.

choosing the right path

Plans for the refurbishment started with
several studies led by both the Aviation
Department and the Facilities Planning
Department, also working in conjunction
with King Fahd University of Petroleum
and Minerals. A decision was made to resurface the 10,000-foot runway using the

rubblization method, which includes using
the concrete already in place as the base
layer. This meant that rather than disposing
of it as waste, the concrete is chopped and
broken up by specialist equipment to form
a base layer for asphalting. This method
was used once before in the Kingdom, at
Jiddah’s King Abdulaziz International Airport, but this was a first for Saudi Aramco.

a study in time and motion

With so many people and business processes reliant on the Shaybah airport,
meeting the twin goals of speed and safety
were paramount in the project. Everyone
played a unique role in achieving them.
“When every day counts, completing the
refurbishment of the landing strip in only
77 days was a remarkable achievement,
significantly ahead of schedule,” said Nezar H. Al-Khalifah, division head of the
Shaybah Crude Increment Projects Division.
“The project team overcame numerous
challenges, including shipment of aviation
grounding lighting material through air
freight, in-Kingdom raw material sourcing,
daily shipping to Shaybah through difficult, one-track roads, early mobilization of
the asphalt plant, rubblization equipment

sourcing, and mitigating all of the risks
associated with the construction site’s extreme remoteness and harsh weather conditions, including sandstorms.”
This is particularly true when you consider the logistics required to support the
shutdown of the landing strip while the refurbishment was underway. Getting people
in and out of Shaybah securely and safely
was a logistical challenge that the Shaybah
Aviation Group and the Shaybah Transportation Division tackled together.
“The team made zero mistakes and we
had zero delays,” said Shaybah Terminal group leader Faleh H. Al Subaie, with
Aviation facilities engineer Mohammed S.
Almaqbal in firm agreement. “This included coordinating fleets of buses to collect
passengers at Shaybah, who were checked
onto the buses using the same method as
if they were checking onto a plane, to ensure all security protocols were met.”
In a convoy, and with the assistance of
outriders ensuring a clear path through the
winding, single road to the nearest government airbase, fleets of buses made 1,800
trips back and forth across the challenging
Empty Quarter landscape over the 77 days
of refurbishment. Doing this without inci-

dent was indeed a remarkable achievement.
“Working daily extended hours, the
commitment of our people to ensure the
safe and secure transport of over 40,000
personnel during the refurbishment was an
inspiring site to behold, and brought us all
even closer together,” said Al Subaie.

delivering under pressure

“Every day of the refurbishment, Shaybah personnel were keen to get an update.
It was understandable, because with the
airstrip out of action, many more hours
were added to their commute to and from
home, so the team obviously wanted to
complete the project as quickly as possible,” said project engineer Helder Martins.
“This reveals one of the key factors for
the project’s success: unprecedented project stakeholder engagement, where all
the stakeholders were pushing in one direction to deliver the project in the shortest time possible. This meant we worked
around the clock, seven days a week, including Saudi Aramco organizations and
personnel, and with the firm support from
our contractor Sinohydro Corporation, and
their project manager, Rami Al-Hassan, and
construction manager, Esam Omran.”
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Aramco
students
volunteer
in U.S.
communities

by Terry Wade

More than 100 students sponsored by
Aramco have ventured outside the walls of
classrooms this year to work in U.S. communities, volunteering at charities that
work to alleviate hunger domestically and
overseas by packing and delivering food for
people who need it.
The service work that occurred across the
country is part of Aramco’s broader community engagement program that focuses
on supporting the communities where our
personnel work and live.

citizenship in action

On April 6, 24 Aramco students from the
University of California, Los Angeles and the
University of Southern California spent the
day sorting, inspecting and packaging donated items at the Los Angeles Food Bank,
which collects food and resources from
across Southern California and serves more
than 300,000 people on a monthly basis.
“I am glad to have been part of making
this happen. This made me realize how
small actions can be very meaningful for
other people,” said Ghadeer Al Helal, one
of the student volunteers.
In Denver, Colorado, on March 22, 30 Aramco students sorted and organized donated new, and gently used goods, including
coats, undergarments, socks, shoes, toilet-

Nearly 20 Aramco students from Arizona State
University spent the first day of March at
St. Mary’s Food Bank in Phoenix sorting and
inspecting packaged foods and serving hot
meals to 100 families. The food bank serves
around 1,000 families daily, six days a week
throughout Phoenix and delivers food across
Arizona.

Rijal Almaa provides a historic and impressive sight with its stone fortresses representing the
traditional architecture of the village.

Jazan
employees
recharge
at Rijal
Almaa
getaway

by Ibrahim Asiri

Rijal Almaa — At times, we all dream of
getting away from it all.
The Jazan Refinery Maintenance Department recently followed through with
that spirit, and in line with Operational
Excellence element 3.4 (Employee Engagement), held a team gathering at Rijal Almaa Heritage Village.
A multicultural group of 35 employees
participated in the getaway, which featured the theme of “Collaborative Teams
Ignite Ideas of Success” and sought to get
employees out of their day-to-day work
routines to explore the natural beauty of
that part of the Kingdom.

architectural icon

The team gathering at Rijal Almaa provided a historic setting, as a number of old
fortresses have long been located at the
iconic heritage site. Immediately recognizable by its remarkable architecture, it has
received international exposure and was
even nominated as a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2018.

More than 40 of our students participated in a “Rise Against Hunger” event at West Virginia
University in Morgantown — the third in a series hosted this year by Aramco Services Company.
The students packaged dried food items for more than 20,000 meals for schools, orphanages, and
others in need.

ries, and other essentials for children and
families most in need at a building of A Precious Child — a local charity group.
Nearly 20 Aramco students from Arizona
State University spent the first day of March
at St. Mary’s Food Bank in Phoenix sorting
and inspecting packaged foods and serving
hot meals to 100 families. The food bank
serves around 1,000 families daily, six days a
week throughout Phoenix and delivers food
across Arizona.
“This really strengthens my role in society
and Aramco’s role in society,” said Abdullah
Alghambi, another student.

‘Rise Against Hunger’

Also in March, more than 40 of our students participated in a “Rise Against Hun-

ger” event at West Virginia University in
Morgantown — the third in a series hosted this year by Aramco Services Company.
The students packaged dried food items for
more than 20,000 meals for schools, orphanages, and others in need. The student
volunteers were highlighted in a segment
broadcast in West Virginia by a local TV
news station, which reported on Aramco’s
collaboration with Rise Against Hunger —
an international nonprofit trying to help to
eradicate world hunger by the year 2030
— in line with goals set forth by the United
Nations.
“Aramco is helping us immensely,” said
Andrew Moser, community engagement
manager for Rise Against Hunger in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

A local group performs a traditional folk dance as part of the welcoming of the Jazan Refinery
Maintenance Department team.

Arriving after a long trip, the team received a warm and full welcome with a
traditional song and dance from a receiving group from the village. The group led
the team to the parlor, or al-majlis, providing a glimpse of the traditional house interior décor and ancient art, where the team
was able to survey the cultural depth and
prominence of the village in trade and architectural arts, represented in the expertly
crafted and beautiful tall fortresses.

heritage museum

Next on the agenda was a sightseeing
tour of the village, including the “Alma
Museum of Heritage,” which is one of
the oldest museums in the Kingdom. The
museum was created upon the initiative of
the people of the village to preserve the
heritage of the area.
The museum is located in one of the
fortresses and holds many artifacts devoted for a particular type of heritage, such
as agricultural tools, clothes, jewels, old
cooking utensils and accessories, ancient
education tools, and many other aspects

related to the village ancient life.
The tour was completed with a video on
“AlAsiri calligraphy,” — the interior wall
decoration and ancient art that represents
a key element for identity of the region
and is considered to be an element of
pride.
After an exceptional dinner, a well-deserved break on the rooftop sipping black
tea and listening to Salat al-’isha echoing
through the valley, the employee gathering concluded with Jazan management exchanging gifts with the people presenting
the program, and an open floor discussion
with the team members.

the end of the trip

The multicultural team consisting of
Saudis and expatriate employees from
around the world expressed their gratitude
to management for offering such gathering outside the hustle of the urban jungle,
the stress, the noise, and distraction in an
amazing place full of heritage and history
to reflect, and to refocus their efforts back
in the workplace.
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spotlight
Suleman A. Al-Bargan, vice president of Domestic Refining and NGL Fractionation, recently
hosted the corporate HR team site visit in Ras
Tanura. In his opening remarks, Al-Bargan
spoke on how the downstream and refining
businesses will play a vital role as Saudi Aramco
continues to grow and expand into petrochemicals. Nabil K. Al-Dabal, executive director
of Human Resources, noted the company’s
unprecedented growth and the opportunity to
widen its global footprint, further noting that
corporate collaboration is critical to the timely
decision making required to make such growth
successful. Some of the key topics discussed at
the event were manpower readiness, employee
engagement, downstream shared services, the
Home Ownership Program, the Talent Exchange
Program, as well as the Ajyal Housing initiative.
After the discussions, those participating agreed
to work closely and resolve issues that bore
critical significance for DR&NGLF’s current and
future workforce. The site visit concluded with
a tour of the Ras Tanura Refinery.

Bassam Asiri, assistant controller, provides opening remarks
as part of the Controller’s continued effort to embed a
culture of cybersecurity at the 2019 Finance, Strategy
and Development Cybersecurity Awareness Session.
The session, held recently at the EXPEC I Auditorium in
Dhahran, provided a strong emphasis on actively detecting
phishing attacks. The interactive educational session
included sections on social engineering and phishing,
finance phishing results and performance, a live hack
demonstration, and recognition awards for employees who
passed all of the phishing tests (positive behavior only) since
the inception of the program.

In line with Operational Excellence (OE) Element 3 “Human Resources” and OE Process 3.4
“Employee Engagement,” the Shedgum Gas Plant Department (ShGPD) recently conducted the 2019
HR Outreach Session in partnership with the Abqaiq Personnel Department under the theme “Close
to You.” The objective of the session was to share HR aspects and internal work results. It is part of
the ShGPD’s HR efforts to spread HR policy knowledge and help employees become more familiar
with HR policy changes. The event provided an opportunity for employees to ask and clarify any
concern related to HR.

The Yanbu’ NGL Fractionation Department (YNGLFD) recently celebrated its 2019 Energy Award
earned at the 2019 Middle East Oil and Gas Show in Bahrain. The winning project will reduce
carbon dioxide emissions by 30,000 tons, recovering 292 million standard cubic feet of ethane
on an annual basis. Mohammed S. Al-Ghamdi, YNGLFD manager (fourth from left), shown here
with other members of YNGLFD management, credited the department’s focus on Operational
Excellence for achievements such as the Energy Award. “As our business responds to changing
market needs, YNGLFD is fully committed to Operational Excellence via the focus on strengthening
safety performance, enhancing profitability and reliability, as well as adopting new innovative ideas
and technologies,” he said. The award is one of the most prestigious energy awards, recognizing
distinguished organizations for their outstanding efforts in the oil and gas industry in promoting
and adopting “Resilience through Talent and Technology Transformation.”

Dhahran swimmers rise to the top at regionals
by Jeremy Babbington

Dhahran — The Dhahran Youth Swim
League (DYSL) recently held the largest ever
Eastern Province A-Regionals Swimming
Championships at Dhahran Hills Pool.
More than 200 swimmers entered the
event from eight Eastern Province swim
teams, with DYSL emerging as the firstplace team. This was the case even when
the average points per swimmer were used
for rating performance rather than total
points as DYSL had the largest team entry.
DYSL averaged 29.2 points per swimmer,
with the al-Khobar Lasers Swim Club finishing second with an average of 23.8 points
per swimmer. The Schlumberger Blue Mar-

lins placed third, averaging 10.8 points per
swimmer.
There were many impressive performances from the DYSL swimmers with the club’s
86 swimmers — the highest number ever
entered by DYSL — achieving an amazing
480 personal best times out of 631 events,
for an average of 0.76% personal bests per
event entered.

dedication and hard work

This is a testament to the dedication of
the swimmers and the hard work put in by
swimmers, parents, and coaches to ensure
our swimmers achieve their best. A total of
40 swimmers from DYSL placed in the top

six and won trophies at the awards ceremony:
6 and Under Girls: 1. Arianna Oshinowo, 5. Lina Knowles
6 and Under Boys: 5. Ahmad Malik
7-8 Girls: 1. Vivienne Lubbe, 2. Alyha
Coulibaly, 3. Charlotte Fischer, 4. Isabella
Meehan, 6. Natalie Palacios
7-8 Boys: 1. Lucas McLaughlin, 2. Gabriel Caralt, 4. Usman Lodhi, 6. Aadarsh
Murugan
9-10 Girls: 1. Julianna Babbington, 2.
Kerensa Babbington, 2. Jasmine Vaartjes, 5.
Hannah Fischer
9-10 Boys: 2. Dev Sekar, 3. Maxwell McLaughlin

11-12 Girls: 2. Varvara Alexeyenko, 3.
Harshini Murugan
11-12 Boys: 1. Felix Dorward, 2. Raulph
Lubbe, 3. Hayden Fields, 4. Nuur Ahmad, 5.
Daniel Del Carmen-Ju
13-14 Girls: 1. Fatemah Elfayoumy, 3.
Raida Iqbal, 4. Tara Abuyazid, 5. Malak
Amer
13-14 Boys: 1. Seth Tolentino, 2. Kareem
Kalo, 4. Eddya Del Carmen-Ju, 5. Safwan
AlKudmani
15-16 Girls: 3. Dina Haikal, 4. Mona
Kalo, 6. Emily Nielson
15-16 Boys: 1. Rifqi Sambodo, 2. Adel
Al-Sabbagh, 5. Malek Kalo, 6. Mohammed
Kharbat

Scores of spectators gather around the Dhahran
Hills Pool for the recent Eastern Province
A-Regionals Swimming Championships. More
than 200 swimmers entered the event from eight
Eastern Province swim teams, with DYSL emerging
as the first-place team. Here, swimmers compete in
the butterfly.
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well-being
caring for your health and wellness

Ramadan and healthy living
by JHAH Communications staff

caring profile

Dr. Hassan H. AlNahwi
Pediatric dentist at Al-Hasa Health Center
professional experience
• 2016-present: Pediatric dentist, Johns
Hopkins Aramco Healthcare (JHAH)
• 2015-2016: Pediatric dentist, Dr. Sulaiman Al-Habib Hospital, Riyadh
• 2014-2015: Pediatric dentist, Tooth
Transitions Pediatric Dentistry, San
Antonio, Texas, U.S.
• 2014-2015: Pediatric dentist, Route 32
Pediatric Dentistry and Orthodontics,
Waco, Texas, U.S.
education
• 2015: American Board of Pediatric
Dentistry, U.S.
• 2012-2014: Pediatric dentistry, University
of Texas Health Science Center, San
Antonio, Texas, U.S.
• 2011-2012: Advanced education in
general dentistry, University of Texas
Health Science Center, San Antonio,
Texas, U.S.
residency
• 2010-2011: Internship in Orthodontics,
University of Texas Health Science Center,
San Antonio, Texas, U.S.
• 2008-2009: Internship in general dentistry, King Saud University, Saudi Arabia
Medical School
• 2002-2008: Bachelor of general dentistry,
King Saud University, Saudi Arabia
Quote
“In pediatric dentistry, we are happy to be
part of the transformation in JHAH, as well
as in our country. We strive to educate our
young patients and their caregivers about
oral health, and provide high quality dental
care, establishing excellent lifelong relationships to improve their quality of life.”
JHAH Ramadan working hours
Looking for our working hours during Ramadan? Visit our Ramadan Page at https://
www.jhah.com/en/ramadan.

Become a patient at Johns
Hopkins Aramco
Healthcare (JHAH)
Eligible Saudi Aramco employees and their dependents are
invited to register for healthcare at JHAH.
For more information on how to change your registration,
contact your local HR Service Center or visit HR Online, or
scan the QR code below for detailed instructions.

Healthy living revolves around eating
healthy, exercising, sleeping well, and
avoiding stress and addictive harmful habits. The Holy Month of Ramadan is seen by
many as the time to start on a road to a
healthier and more spiritual way of living.
Exercising is essential for a healthier and
longer life. Exercising makes you burn calories and strengthens your body. During
Ramadan, you should avoid doing vigorous aerobic exercise during the day because you will lose water as you fast.
During the day, you can walk, stretch,
do household chores, and go up the stairs.
Any physical activity counts as exercising.
After Iftar, rest a little to digest the food
and then do your favorite exercise.

avoid smoking and caffeine

Smoking is directly associated with cancer, heart disease, and other serious diseases. We all know it but it is difficult to
kick the habit, but if you can fast 12 or
more hours without smoking, it is proof
that you can do it!
Cut down on your smoking before and
after Ramadan so you can stop smoking
completely soon after Ramadan.
Too much caffeine affects sleep, and
may make you more irritable. You should
drink caffeine in moderation.
Ramadan is a good opportunity to cut
down. Remember that drinking coffee and
tea makes you lose water and vitamins,
and it should be avoided during Suhur.
Also remember that a sudden decrease
in caffeine prompts headaches, mood
swings, and irritability. It is better to start

reducing the intake of caffeine about a
week before Ramadan.
Sleeping seven to eight hours per day
is essential for a healthy and vigorous
adult body. During Ramadan, your schedule may change. However, to help you
achieve your Ramadan commitment to a
healthier self, you should ensure you get
adequate sleep time.

questions and answers

are spicy foods, coffee, and tomato paste.
Medications are available to control heartburn.
• I have more constipation during
Ramadan; what can I do?
You should drink more water, eat bran,
brown wheat, more vegetables, and fruit.
• I am having sudden muscle cramps,
what can I do?
You may be losing minerals. Eat foods
rich in minerals such as vegetables, fruit,
dairy products, and meat. Take multivitamins if available.
During Ramadan, our diet should not
differ very much from our regular healthy
diet. The foods that we eat should be
well-balanced, rich in vegetables, fruits,
and slow digesting carbohydrates. Our
diet should also be low in fried foods, other fats, and sweet desserts.
It is easy after fasting to overindulge at
Iftar, which can cause weight gain over
the month of Ramadan. It is also possible
to eat an unbalanced diet and have constipation, indigestion, and heartburn.
But if you follow simple healthy eating
habits, you should be able to fast comfortably and enjoy fully the spiritual benefits
of Ramadan.

The following are frequently asked questions from people who have eating related
problems during Ramadan.
• I feel dizzy and tired in the afternoon, what can I do?
Drink more water at Suhur, stay in cool
places, and eat more mineral salts.
• I have headaches when fasting,
what can I do?
This is probably due to cutting down
on caffeine or stopping smoking. It may
be also because of inadequate sleep. Cut
down on caffeine and smoking, and sleep
for at least seven or eight hours a night.
• I have indigestion and gas after Iftar; what can I do?
Drink plenty of water, and avoid fried
food and over-eating.
• I have heartburn after Iftar; what
can I do?
Do not overeat or mix large amounts
of food. Avoid fried food and other food
that usually causes your heartburn. Examples of foods that can cause heartburn

This content is for informational purposes and
is not intended to be a substitute for the advice
of a health care professional. It is important that
you rely on the advice of a health care professional for your specific condition. If you think you
have a medical emergency, call 911 immediately.

ber, including green beans, peas, cabbage,
zucchini, and spinach. Most fruits are excellent sources of fiber, as are dried unsweetened fruits.
3. Avoid fried and fatty foods; they contain a lot of fat and can cause indigestion
and heartburn. They are also high in calories and can cause weight gain.

4. Drink a lot of water at Suhur, as well
as between Iftar and bedtime, so that your
body can adjust fluid levels over time.
5. Avoid caffeine at Suhur. Coffee is a
diuretic and makes you pass urine. This
will make you lose water from your body,
as well as mineral salts that are needed as
you fast during the day.

top tips
for eating
healthy during
Ramadan
1. Eat slow digesting foods, especially at Suhur. Examples of slow digesting
food are grains and seeds such as barley,
wheat, oats, millet, semolina, beans, lentils, and unpolished rice.
2. Eat foods with lots of fiber such as
bran, whole-wheat, grains, and seeds.
Most vegetables are a good source of fi-

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: All health and health related information contained in this Johns Hopkins Aramco Healthcare Company material is
intended to be general in nature and should not be used as a substitute for a visit with a health care professional. The advice is intended
to offer only a general basis for individuals to discuss their health and medical conditions with their health care provider. Your health care
provider should be consulted regarding matters concerning the medical condition, treatment, and needs of you and your family.
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keep
by Andrew Pascoe

The Holy Month of Ramadan is about to
begin. Aside from fasting from sunrise until
sunset, Muslims proudly demonstrate their
faith, devotion to family, and charitable
acts during this special time of year.
If you plan on maintaining or starting an
exercise regimen this Ramadan, it’s important to be aware of the impacts that the
Holy Month will have upon your ability to
engage in physical activity, as well as your
overall level of well-being.

your performance
One shouldn’t abandon regular exercise
during the Holy Month. Having said that,
the diet and lifestyle practices of Ramadan
can make your regular exercise routine
more challenging than usual for a number
of reasons, including:
• Sleep: Altered sleep patterns caused
by waking up early to eat and engage in
social/religious activities can result in sleep
deprivation during Ramadan. Chronic sleep
deprivation has unfavorable impacts upon
physical performance by making exercise
feel harder and reducing endurance capacity. Try to get the recommended 7-9 hours
of sleep per night throughout Ramadan.
• Suboptimal fueling: Sport nutrition
guidelines recommend the consumption of
carbohydrates and fluids before and during
exercise, and consumption of protein, carbohydrates, and fluids soon after exercise
ends. Depending upon when you train, it
may not be possible to consume fluids or
food, which can reduce performance and
recovery.
• Dehydration: Abstaining from food
and fluids in warm climates can lead to
some level of dehydration. As little as 2%
dehydration can impair your physical performance by making exercise feel harder,
increasing your heart rate, and elevating
your core body temperature. Dehydration
can also lead to tiredness, decreased cognitive function, and headaches.
• Other considerations: Caffeine and
nicotine withdrawals can also contribute
to general feelings of lethargy and cause
mood swings, which add additional challenges.
Despite the challenges of exercising
during Ramadan, there’s no need to stop.
Make adjustments to your routine to get
the most out of your workout time, and
exercise safely.
A simple way to modify your workout

during Ramadan
regimen is to use the FITT factors. FITT is an
acronym for the frequency, intensity, time,
and type of exercise.

time

Intensity refers to how hard you exercise
relative to your maximum capacity.
As you’re likely to feel more fatigue due
to fasting and altered sleep patterns, it’s
recommended that you listen to your body
and adjust your exercise intensity to match
your energy levels. Don’t hesitate to reduce
your exercise intensity if you feel particularly fatigued.
Consider starting slow and gradually
building up to your pre-Ramadan levels of
exercise intensity, but only if you feel well.
As sleep deprivation and fatigue grow

Maintain or reduce the duration of your
workouts during Ramadan. Exercise sessions exceeding 60 minutes may feel particularly challenging if performed during fasting hours due to a lack of fluids.
Tip: Consider keeping your exercise sessions shorter during the Holy Month.
When you choose to exercise will have
an effect upon your workout performance.
Here are the pros and cons to working out
at certain times of the day during Ramadan:
• Training after Suhur
Exercising one to three hours after eating
the morning Suhur meal when your energy and hydration levels are replenished can
set you up for a high quality workout. This
can be a good time to engage in intense exercise. The disadvantage to training at this
time is the inability to consume fluid and
food shortly afterwards to support adaptation and recovery from training.
• Training just before Iftar
Due to the prolonged absence of food
and fluid during the day, workouts just before Iftar may be of a lower quality and feel
harder to perform. Consider lowering your
exercise intensity and/or duration at this
time of day — especially if you don’t feel
great — to reduce risk of injury.
The advantage of training one to two
hours before Iftar is the opportunity to refuel immediately after your workout, which
can promote adaptations to the training
stimulus, promote recovery, and reduce
muscle damage.
• Training after Iftar
Exercising one to three hours after breaking your fast provides the opportunity to
fuel and hydrate before, during, and after

during Ramadan, you may feel worse near
the end of the month. Pay attention and
adjust.
Low and moderate intensity cardio exercises such as jogging, cycling, etc., can be
done at any time of the day, while higher
intensity training sessions are best scheduled after Iftar when you can take on fluids
and fuel.
Tip: Strive to maintain or reduce the intensity of your exercise regimen during
Ramadan.

exercise without restrictions. If you are engaging in endurance type activities, this can
be advantageous.
An additional benefit of training after Iftar is lower temperatures, which contribute
toward enhanced performance and a decreased risk of dehydration.
There is a downside to working out after
Iftar, but high intensity exercises performed
a couple of hours before bedtime could
affect your sleep quality if performed too
close to bedtime.

frequency

While a workout can combat the lowered levels of daily physical activity and
calorie expenditure caused by reduced
working hours and more social time during
Ramadan, think twice before hitting the
gym more often than usual.
Ramadan is not the ideal time to start
visiting the gym more frequently, and caution is advised not to take on too much
during the Holy Month.
Decrease the amount of exercise you
perform during Ramadan if sleep deprivation and fatigue get the better of you.
Although, if you tend to eat in excess and
gain weight during Ramadan, maintaining
your exercise regimen can help minimize
weight gain.
Tip: Strive to maintain or reduce your
frequency of gym visits during Ramadan.

intensity
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While it’s easy to suggest ideal times to
train, it’s likely that you can only work out
at a particular time of day due to work and
family commitments. If this is the case, just
do your best to adjust your workout to suit
the time at which you train.

type of exercise performed

The best type of exercise is one that you
enjoy and allows you to make progress toward your goals, so choose those you are
likely to do frequently because they put a
smile on your face.

other considerations
• Warm-up protocols: A proper warmup is important but should be emphasized
even more during Ramadan as feelings of
fatigue can increase your risk of injury.
Warming up prepares you mentally and
physically for exercise, but don’t overdo it.
Excessive warmups can be taxing and compromise the main block of your workout.
• Training environment: Exercising in
hot and humid conditions makes it harder
to regulate your body temperature — especially when you are already dehydrated
from fasting. Work out in cool and shaded
environments to minimize the risk of overheating and dehydration.
Well-trained individuals may be less affected by a lack of fluid intake than untrained individuals due to a higher tolerance
to fatigue, greater mental strength, and an
enhanced ability to store glycogen and water within working muscles.
In short, increased fitness allows you to
train with fewer physical challenges and
greater self-confidence — something to
keep in mind for next year.
You can exercise safely and effectively
during the Holy Month by monitoring and
adjusting the FITT factors. The key is to listen closely to your body and not be afraid
to reduce your workout time or pull back
on the intensity if you feel overly tired.
Do whatever you can to maximize
post-workout hydration, refueling, and rest
when possible.
Implementing some partial fasts for a
week or so prior to the first day of Ramadan
can help you acclimatize to the extended
periods of fasting to come and provide an
easier transition into fasting. Delaying your
breakfast for a couple of hours or up until
midday is one way to do this.
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Saudi Aramco Expatriate Schools

2018-2019 second trimester honor roll
Abqaiq School

Honors with Distinction (GPA = 4.0)
Seventh Grade: Saadi Abbasi, Irem Akay,
Miqdad Chowdhury, Aliza Khan, Lara Malis,
Kaosidinma G. Onyekere, Diego M. Rodriguez, Yousef Shahin, Lora Singletary, Mohammad Talha, and Jana White
Eighth Grade: Hisham Kaleem, Kyra N. Minda, Abdur Rehman Mohsin, and Ward A.
Shahin
Ninth Grade: Dany O. Almond, Sarah Khouri, Khadeja Mohsin, Kamsiyochi Onyekere,
Yashma Sonara, and Ava E. Whitaker.
High Honors
Seventh Grade: Sanubar Aliyeva, Wesam
Basli, Egypt K. Catalan, Miranda Chirino,
Emaad Khan, Camilo E. Libreros Rios, Miguel
L. Martinez, Salma Ramzy, Hassan Saleh, and
Aleem Sanal
Eighth Grade: Fatimah Abbas, Baha E.
Abu Agil, Sierra Alto-Pederson, Omar Amin,
France X. Catalan, Veronica Hanna, Vladimir
Malis, Alyce-Ann Maples, MariaLaura M. Velasquez, Mohammad O. Minhas, Brandon
Peasley, Deepika Ramsunkar, Faisal Syed Shehzad, Madhur Sreekanth, Milan Sreekanth,
Christyl Tango-an, Seymour J. Thomas, and
Chukwuemeka S. Ugori
Ninth Grade: Kathlee Yishin Navarro and Ali
Rahal.
Honors
Seventh Grade: Ibrahim A. Kothawala
Eighth Grade: Al Dinn Dimacaling and Muhammad Ibrahim
Ninth Grade: Al Amin Dimacaling, Jennylyn
Managa, and Leonardo J. Vivas Marfisi.

Dhahran Middle School

Honors with Distinction (GPA = 4.0)
Seventh Grade: Salma Aacha, Toleen Abdelrahim, Layan M. Abu Ajamieh, Hassan
Ahmed, Hibba Ahmed, Saffi Alberts, Muhammad A. Alfarisi, Noor Aljundi, Malak A.
Khadijah Amerali, Carter Ammons, Joey Atie,
Eshan Bokhari, Tomas A. Celis, Faith Chang,
Borui Chen, Rachel Chung, Shawn Cordeiro,
Raisa C. Villanueva David, Emiko M. Dibb,
Asmaa S. Elshabshiri, Maryam Farooqi, Michela Giansanti, Nathaniel A. Gotera, Jakub
Gruszczyk, Krzysztof Gruszczyk, Aidan J. Hosler, Anders Johnson, Chaitravi D. Karande,
Hassaan M. Khan, Maleeha Khan-Niazi, Ayat
Kharbat, Sarah E. Kharbat, Jin C. Liao, Mudita Mathur, James S. Menning, Aliza Mirza,
Akubah Ndubah, Amanda Y. Neuman, Hamida G. Oloriegbe, Thomas Parlatore, Susannah
C. Putnam, Hana T. Radi, Angel J. Radisic,
Basel H. Rizk, Yara Saab, Iman Shahub, Atif
Shakoor, Lea Smiley, Aayan Syed, Ruwayda
Syed, Omar Toumeh, Leena Usman, Stormey
Walker, Charlotte Whiteley, Maya Workman,
Sereen M. Younis, and Aysha Zahid
Eighth Grade: Sehr Abbasi, Yara Abed,
Sarah Ahmed, Lama Alomari, Hareem Asif,
Udochi A. Atisele, Justin Baggett, Eman Baig,
Carson S. Belaire, Bethany Boyett, Jasmine
F. Labitag Bunyi, Elizabeth Chang, Lauren
N. Chao, Ariel F. Chiam, Leslie Cobia, Sana
Daud, Cadija El Gumati, Zoe Ellis, Tongdee Espedal, Zenab Farooq, Makenna Frost,
Katharine Gilbertson, Fatima Gohar, Nooran
Hamad, Mohid Syed Hasnat, Muhammad R.
Infra, Nadine Ismail, Mishael Juma, Shruthi
Juttu, Muhammad F. Kalmani, Kareem Kalo,
Sean Kelly, Farouk S. Khadra, Arhum Khan,
Maryam Khan, Talmage Law, Ana Carmina
Loza, Alvin Y. Xuan Mah, Anvitha Mandhadi, Mahad Maqbool, Malak Matmti, Gabriella Migliore, Ava Milostic, Ananya Mishra,
Mahreen Naila, Eden Neal, Polina M. Oparina, Ibrahim Parvez, Caleb Pelland, Madalena
Pereira, Laura A. Pirvu, Eesha Rizwan, Noor

Rob, Noah S. Roberts, Rachel Ruesch, Teresa
Salazar, Zayna Sayyed, Neha S. Kumar, Hishita
R. Shah, Hafsa Siddiq, Brock Steenblik, Noah
Stenov, Liam M. Stonestreet, Joan N. Suryantara, Adam Taleb, Isabella L. Aridi Taylor, and
Jinhoo Yoon
Ninth Grade: Sirin Blan, Alejandra C. Cova,
Rem Quintin V. David, Ayra Irfan, Muhammad R. Irvana, Anna M. Kinney, Stella R. Kinney, Zahra Kuliev, Amatullah Mustafa, Diego
Sierraalta, Sophia C. Aridi Taylor, and Jillanne
Youssef.
High Honors
Seventh Grade: Rehma Abbasi, Gana
Abualhuda, Nuur Ahmad, Ayla Aijaz, Aabia
A. Syed, Sami Almasri, Ahmed A. Ibrahim,
Leonidas Anfimiadis, Abrar Ansari, Jephthah
Arukhe, Mohammad R. Ashraf, Talha Asif,
Michael Atie, Muhammad A. Aly Atmaja,
Mariya A. El Kreem, Caius K. Ayouby, Zayd
Badsha, Gabriela Benchluch, Dhia Eddine
Boudjatit, Yousra Bourane, Avery Bourne,
Farah Breacher, Mariana B. Alarcon, Mishal
T. Chaudhry, Aminata Cisse, Noelle Cobia,
Elijah R. Coon, Tanner Czuba, Sarata Diallo,
Riley S. DuPont, Hassan A. El Deeb, Sohaila
Elanany, Fatemah Elfayoumy, Mohamed Elrayes, Sarah Foster, Michelle A. Garner, Mariam N. Gomaa, McKenna A. Green, Samuel
Gutierrez, Kyce Hakki, Aroosha Hanif, Gabe
Harrington, Rayaan Hassan, Malik Hassoun,
Zekun He, Anna Hursan, Sara Husain, Muzaffar Hussein, Maria I. Ion, Nawshin Islam,
Regan Jackson, Julia R. James, Muhammad
A. Hidayat Junmaisal, Jonathan Kaiser, Wania
Kamran, Hussein M. Kassab, Amogh Katare,
Fahad S. Khan, Mohammed U. Khan, Soha
A. Khan, Noor Kharbat, Tawfiq F. Kharbat,
Muhammed Khatri, Eesa Khattak, Michael
Kieyah, Willa J. Koziol, Michael Larkin, Naomi Law, Dalia Mahmoud, Hanzalah Majid,
Nur Atikah MD Idris, Khodr Minkara, Nor
Ellysha M. Raji, Syed Muhammad Mustafa,
Saira Naeem, Joseph N. Naser, Muhammad
A. Nasir, Zayd I. Nasir, Ablaye Ndour, Summer
W. Nema, Mattox O. Oluwa, Chinweoke Onwuama, Aya Osman, Osasenaga Oziegbe-Ighodalo, William J. Peach, Axel Pena, Annika
Port, Michelle S. Qureshi, Zaid Rajah, Lincoln
Ralls, Syed Zain Raza, Zaid Raza, Umakorn
Reese, Rami R. Rihani, Mohammed Z. Samsam, Ashwin Sanjay, Jeriel A. Santos, Farwah
Sarfraz, Sakina Sarfraz, Eli W. Setzer, Anika
Shahzad, Meryam Siddiqi, Maryam K. Siddiqui, Hafsa Sohail, Brady Swendsen, Zain
Syed, Daniyal Tariq, Ruby L. Tennis, Reet Tharwani, Jae Tolentino, Seth G. Tolentino, Rosanna Vega, Neha Verma, Mohammad Wehbi,
Sean Wilson, Syaharani S. Yazki, and Abdalrahman Zidan
Eighth Grade: Tuqa Abdelfatah, Yusuf
Abulaban, Tara Abuyazid, Sophia M. Acero,
Daniel Y. Adusei-Poku, Yahya Ahmedjeelani, Muhammad G. Akbar, Rahim Akhtar,
Kokolo-Ko-Obase Akpama, Anam Al Syed,
Bilal Aridi, Deena Bader, Hamsini Badhrinathan, Alejandro Balseiro, Ahmed B. Gowi,
Sebastian Benchluch, Brendan Born, Ella M.
Brekke, Marc Chammas, Aishwarya Chandrasekaran, Maxwell Clayton, Alena Cobia,
Mariah Cobia, Drew Collins, Zaid Dawoud,
Jaden Deutscher, Chiara Di Rossi, Sarah
Eid, Hamdan Ejaz, Esomchi J. Ejim, Shahd
O. Abdelhay Eldanasory, Mamoun Elmamoun, Zeina Elwi, Oluwadamilare Fakolujo,
Judy L. Fayed, Taylor Flynn, Ahmad Ghazal,
Leen Ghorashi, Aiden Gilliam, Anas Habib,
Lily Hall, Suzan Hallaq, Jayda Hallberg, Ajani Huchard, Faridah U. Idris, Aymaan Islam,
Aaron Jackson, Hannah Jamal, Malek Jandali, Ivan Jansen, Jose S. Juarez, Sarah Junaid,
Niyati Karri, Subhan Khan, Zohair Khan,
Humza Khawaja, Ian H. Kim, Holden Lam-

ont, Noah Larson, Peter-Anthony Letef, Jesse
Li, Samantha J. Lindsey-Hauptman, Hanna
R. Lubis, Maeesha Mahreen, Ashish Mallur,
Sariyya A. Mammadzada, Dylan Molina, Alejandro Mujica, Ayesha Munir, Riwa Mustafa,
Ryan Najjar, Nilanjan Nayak, Aya N. Mehidi,
Adam Olckers, Eyad H. Osman, Gabriel Panza, Catalina Parra, Rida Pothiawala, Haamed
Rahman, Isabella Ramirez, Usma F. Rashid, Alberta Scotchburn, Raafi A. Sedyaporna, Javeria Shabbir, Omaima Shahzad, Muad Shaikh,
Sheheryar Shaikh, Ridwan Shakoor, Nezar
Shana’a, Karissa Shine, Abdulrahman Sibai,
Mataab Suliman, Mohsin Tunio, Juan M. Vega-Uriostegui, Zoya Waheed, Ainslee Walker,
Caton Z. Wang, Teagan Weaver, Jacob Wei,
and Jade Woycheese
Ninth Grade: Zuhair Abidi, Ryaan Ahmed,
Yudala Akpama, Sama Alili, Hamza W. Awan,
Paul Blair, Dominic Carswell, Charlize C.
Chammat, Allison Eacker, Jihan S. Ghaisani,
Austin Hallberg, Razan Hussein, Lynn Idriss,
Basar G. Inan, Uzair Ishaq, Tariq Ismail, Michael M. James, Soraya F. Jeffery, Danny Kanj,
Mark LaFreniere, Anum Mohammed, Kamsisochukwu Onwuama, Maria Porcar, Sicily
Rios, Rohan K. Roy, Ryan Rucki, Mina Ruiz,
Misa Sekitani, Leen Shadid, Mohja Sherik, Tait
D. Stevens, Aya Tourqui, Conall D. Whittaker,
and Ahmed Zakzouk.
Honors
Seventh Grade: Diego E. Adkins, Ryker
Aebi, Ayan I. Ali, Marwa Aljazireh, Mason Alles, Yahya S. Kassim, Joseph A. Auchterlonie,
Walid N. Awad, Ghoufran Baba, Vivianne Bai,
Mohamed J. Bkathria, Zaid Dawd, Camilo
Daza, Eduardo Del Carmen-Ju, Zyad Djouad,
Felix Dorward, Zaid M. Ali Dweib, Sarah Elrayes, Lena M. Elzayat, Maya Fadlallah,
Pablo Guzman, Omar Hajhussein, Mathew
E. Hales, Isaac H. Guerrero, Yasakha G. Putra Husni, Aizah Hussain, Ishaq T. Hussain,
Michael Jahnke, Ryan Kanj, Mubeen Khan,
Talhah Khankhara, Gavin Long, Liana A. Manai, Stephenie McCain, Ahmad S. Mushtaq,
Celine Nasser-ElDine, Anasteisha Nor Mansor, Kenechukwu H. Obi, John Polega, Paul
Polega, Anabella A. Ramirez, Nathan Sevilla,
Fatima Shaari, Faris Shehata, Aaditya Singh,
Megan Spriggs, Benjamin B. Stapp, Maysa
Takriti, Haley Tamez, Angelina Turner, Violet
Van Heel, and Fatima S. Zaidi
Eighth Grade: Nadeen Abd Elrahman, Kenleigh Aebi, Umair A. Ali, Adalat Alizada,
Mahmoud Alqaisi, Mohammad Ammad,
Jason Arukhe, Hana F. Barkah, Dalanda A.
Barry, Gizelle A. Bernal, James Blair, Samah
Cadieux, Donovan Cathey, William Clarke,
Ezekiel Coghill, Zebulon Coghill, Sofia Colvin, Juan P. Correa Pulido, Marko Cosic, Blake
Curtis, Hussein A. Dakka, Hadi Damergi, Lexi
Downey, Joud El Sadek, Osman Elmamoun,
Suheera Faraz, Martina G. Nielsen, Mona
Gomaa, Reilly Goth, Mujtaba O. Hamid, Laila
Ibrahim, Ibrahim Ilyas, Muhammad R. Iskandar, Sayyid Khalil, Areej Khawaja, Valentina
L. Terceros, Farida Lala, Ethan Leiker, Joshua Lowrey, Luca M. Suzuki, Elzair M. Hanafiah, Jayden Muthaiah, Aisha G. Oloriegbe,
Samantha Persram, Azmiriyan H. Prasetya,
Eman Shahid, Nada Shoala, Riyan T. Tiwana, Jennise M. Torres-Phan, and Isabella Van
Stone
Ninth Grade: Asmaa Abdelgawad, Rula
A. Abdelrahim, Hani Al Khateeb, Rand A.
Al-Meqdadi, Jawad Ansari, John A. Auchterlonie, Izabelle Burton, Omar Dakwar, Cason
L. Green, Belal Hassoun, Mohammed Karsou,
Spencer Magaway, Aman Memon, Mohamed
A. Mostefai, Reina Nabulsi, Ryan Neumann,
Shawn S. Roti, and Muazam A. Syed.

Ras Tanura Middle School

Honors with Distinction (GPA = 4.0)
Seventh Grade: Asseel Abdalla, Princess
Adeyi, Abimbola K. Alli, Saad Almas, Afnan
M. Bantwal, Abigail R. D’Souza, Yacoub Derradji, Francisco Martins, Hibah Maryam, Seth
Moore, Miriam M. Garcia, Rodge N. Feniz
San Luis, and Naiya Shah
Eighth Grade: Adil S. Alsyed, Emily Alvarado, Bridger Arpke, Kushagra Bharti, Torin
H. Byul Braun, Trevor Drummond, Adrian
S. Hoydalsvik, Addison R. King, Nokutenda
N. Kuzhangaira, Nina Moussallem, Maria T.
Pavel, Gabrielle Pinacate, Malak Safi, Abirami
SivaKumar, and Ela Tomambo
Ninth Grade: Aquila Acielo, Dianne Culala,
Rayan Hashmi, Diya Patel, and Eve Tomambo.
High Honors
Seventh Grade: Muhammad A. Abbasi,
Thea Abi-Habib, Brooke Bachman, Garin M.
Boggan, Badir N. Budair, Averielle Cordoves,
Dean Dammad, Joshua F. Gabriele, Emmanuel N. Ginoski, Petros Hilawe, Mahmoud S.
Jawhar, Noah E. King, Vin Mico A. Medina,
Nile A. Manalac Montes, Abdullah Mustafa,
Sabrina Naveed, Ozair Qureshi, Mohid Rana,
Anna I. Rebl, David Rollins, Natalia I. Samano,
and Karthik Santhosh
Eighth Grade: Sameeha Alikhan, Ryan Arbid, Kentaro Barnes, Airene Bautista, Mortada Bouhadja, Willard Conzemius, Connor
Cotton, Judy Dammad, Line S. Guerouache,
Abigail Haughton, Sarah Hughes, Yuvraj
Kashyap, Nathanael Kennedy-Bissah, Vamela Kima, Charlize Maggs, Alejandro Orozco,
Mahd M. Qureshi, Russel Romero, Chelsea D.
Saul, Tirth Thakkar, and Vedant Yadav
Ninth Grade: Kashif Choudhary, Zain Muhammad, Faisal Sakhri, and Dawood Shah.
Honors
Seventh Grade: Heidee G. Borbe, Ahmed O.
Dafaalla, Omar Elsisi, Ricky O. Frail, Alejandro
G. Vera, Ariana A. Lacruz, Jad M. Lyzzaik, Finnian M. McGough, Catherine Pena, Andrew
Red, Zakariya Sakhri, Alina Shah, Omar M.
Soliman, Nader M. Suleiman, Faiz Y. Supriyono, and Vishal Suresh
Eighth Grade: Masroor Ahmed, Keith Brylle
Fronteras, and Spencer Waiters
Ninth Grade: Amada Caldas, Soumeya Feradi, Owen W. Frail, Geno Guerrero, Nadia
Imam, Arnulfo D. Matibag Jr., Kealy E. McGough, and Gordon S. Thomson.

‘Udhailiyah School

Honors with Distinction (GPA = 4.0)
Seventh Grade: Anindita Chetia, Melvin Joseph, Calvin Manalu, Muhammad A. Noor,
and Jada-Claire Ogolo
Eighth Grade: Yusuf Ali, Anyatama Biswas,
Mohamed El Zefzafy, Alizah Haider, Husna
Hamzah, Fasya Idris, Xiyu Liu, Ariel Moreira,
Ahmed Omran, Tanushree Patil, Maximus
Simbolon, and Ixshel S. Jimenez
Ninth Grade: Soban Adnan, Fathar Idris,
Muhammad L. Mushoffa, Maximiliano Parisio, Aysha Saar, and Mohamed S. Salem Ghanem.
High Honors
Seventh Grade: Duaa Chishti, Martin Hincapie, Antonina Jaromin, and Maaz Saad
Eighth Grade: Muhammad S. Adnan, Marc
De Ramos, Mauricio E. Rondon, Kiara Jensen,
and Tiara Wijanarko
Ninth Grade: Sabina Castellanos, Chiamaka
Chukwunyere, and Eshal Khurram.
Honors
Seventh Grade: Camila Alfonzo and Christllyan F. Tabas
Eighth Grade: Olivia Jappy, Abdul Ahad Malik, Jasper R. Gresback, and Fashlia Salwa
Ninth Grade: Shazia Durrani.
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Energy radio schedules

Saudi Aramco radio channels, Studio 1 and Studio 2, are part of the day-to-day lives of listeners in the Eastern Province, Bahrain
Bahrain,and
anddifferent
differentAramco
Saudi Aramco
sites, sites
— especially
especially
during
during
drive-time.
drive-time.
TheThe
channels
channels
keep
keep
listeners
listeners
engaged
engaged
through
through
a collection
a collection
of music
of music
thatthat
covers
covers
all sorts
all sorts
of tastes.
of tastes.
From
From
Classical
classical
to to
Pop,
pop,
from
from
Jazz
jazz
to
to EDM,
EDM,
from
from
Chill
chill
to to
Rock
rock,
and
and
much
much
more.
more.
In addition to the unique content offered by a group of different colorful personalities, the channels also constantly broadcast public safety announcements and
awareness campaigns
campaigns,as
aswell
wellas
asweekly
weekly“Energy
“EnergyMoments”
Moments”that
thatcover
covervarious
varioussnippets
snippetsand
andfacts
factsabout
aboutAramco,
Saudi Aramco,
the region
the region,
and theand
world.
the world.

studio
one.fm
91.4
103.8
88.8

Dhahran
Safaniyah, Tanajib,
Haradh, Khurais
Khurais,
and
&
Shaybah
Shaybah
‘Udhailiyah
Udhailiyah

Studio 1 FM offers a collection of
today’sand
today
andthe
thepast’s
past’sbest
besthits
hitsthat
that
keeps listeners tuning in day in and
day out.
The Music
music heard on Studio 11-FM
FM
includes:
pop
classic rock
80s music
80’s
music
90s music
90’s
music
2000s music
2000’s
music
dance
hip hop
old school R&B

Follow usus on
follow
on our
our Social
Social Media!
Media!

Listen on your

phone!

Email us on:
at: FMradio@aramco.com
FMradio@aramco.com

studio
two.fm
101.4
107.9
91.9

Dhahran
Safaniyah, Tanajib,
Haradh, Khurais
Khurais,
and
&
Shaybah
Shaybah
‘Udhailiyah
Udhailiyah

Studio 2 FM gives listeners the
chance to explore music in a
different way through a catalogue
of tracks from around the world
beyond the realm of pop.
The Music
music heard on Studio 2
2-FM
FM
includes:
Jazz
blues
world music
world’s
music
classical
chill (lounge).
(lounge)
electronic dance
music
music.

Follow usus on
follow
on our
our Social
Social Media!
Media!

Listen on your

phone!

Email us on:
at: FMradio@aramco.com
FMradio@aramco.com

midnight
1 a.m.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
noon
1 p.m.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

midnight
1 a.m.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
noon
1 p.m.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sunday
sunday

classic rock

with Tami Bennett

Monday
monday

today’s hits

with David Wartnaby

today’s hits

Tuesday
tuesday

old school R&B

amazing 80’s
80s

U.K.chart
UK
chartshow
show

club zone
today’s hits

with Walt Baby Love
with Scott Clarke

with David Wartnaby

Wednesday
wednesday

today’s hits

with MG Kelly

Thursday
thursday

today’s hits

with David Wartnaby

good morning
saudi
Saudi arabia
Arabia

Yahala thursday
yahala
Thursday

today’s hits

today’s hits

today’s hits

today’s hits

today’s hits

with McKenzie Rae

classic hits
with Jay Coffey

today’s hits

with David Wartnaby

afternoon show
with Marie Claire

with McKenzie Rae

amazing 80’s
80s
with MG Kelly

today’s hits

with David Wartnaby

afternoon show
with Marie Claire

U.K.chart
UK
chartshow
show

world chart show

classic rock
the classics

classic hits

Sunday
sunday

Monday
monday

with Scott Clarke

with Steve Downes

Budda
PJ Budda
with P.J.

with McKenzie Rae

the classics

with Steve Downes

today’s hits

with David Wartnaby

afternoon show
with Marie Claire

classic rock

with Tami Bennett

with Jay Coffey

with Scott Boyes

with McKenzie Rae

classic hits
with Jay Coffey

today’s hits

with David Wartnaby

afternoon show
with Marie Claire

classic rock

with Tami Bennett

Tuesday
tuesday

with Scott Boyes

with McKenzie Rae

old school R&B
with Walt Baby Love

today’s hits

with Ahmed Sharqi

all
request show
with Lamees & Danah

Wednesday
wednesday

Thursday
thursday

with E-Klass

chill

chill

chill

chill

with Gary Thompson

morning jazz

morning jazz

morning jazz

morning jazz

morning jazz

chill

chill

chill

chill

chill

with Gary Thompson

with Gary Thompson

Putumayo
putumayo
world music
with Rosalie Howarth

with Gary Thompson

with Irma Blanco

today’s world
music
with Irma Blanco

with Gary Thompson

bluesmobile

jazz variations

today’s world
music

today’s world
music

with Elwood Blues

today’s world
music

with Rob London

with Irma Blanco

world chart show
with PJ Budda

all
request show
with Lamees & Danah

amazing 80’s
80s
with MG Kelly

with Scott Clarke

with Walt Baby Love

hip hop-na

Friday
friday

with Walt Baby Love

with David Wartnaby

Saturday
saturday

defected radio

defected radio

chill

chill

with Guest DJs

with Gary Thompson

with Guest DJs

with Gary Thompson

with Rob London

with Gary Thompson

jazz variations
with Tonia King

Putumayo world music
putumayo

today’s world
music

today’s world
music

with Irma Blanco

with Tonia King

with Irma Blanco

with Nader Alfassam

with Marie Claire

today’s hits

chill

with Rob London

today’s hits

today’s hits

old school R&B

the classical
works

with Rob London

with Jay Coffey

with PJ
P.J.Budda
Budda

world chart show

the classical
works

with Rob London

classic hits

with Steve Downes

old school R&B

hip hop-na

with Gary Thompson

the classics

with Lisa Barrigan

U.K.chart
UK
chartshow
show

the classical
works
with Gary Thompson

live in concert

with Tami Bennett

today’s
hits
with Marie Claire

the classical
works
with Gary Thompson

classic rock

with Tami Bennett

with Jim Kelly & Lamees

the classical
works
with Gary Thompson

with PJ Budda

classic rock

Yahala thursday
yahala
Thursday

live in concert
with Lisa Barrigan

world chart show
with David Wartnaby

good morning
saudi
Saudi arabia
Arabia
with Scott Boyes

with David Wartnaby

with David Wartnaby

good morning
saudi
Saudi arabia
Arabia
with Scott Boyes

today’s hits

Saturday
saturday

today’s hits

good morning
saudi
Saudi arabia
Arabia
with Scott Boyes

Friday
friday

with Rosalie Howarth

with Irma Blanco

today’s world
music
with Irma Blanco

bluesmobile

with Elwood Blues

evening jazz

evening jazz

evening jazz

evening jazz

the classical
works

the classical
works

the classical
works

the
score
with Edmund Stone

with Rob London

with Tim Manickam

with Rob London

with Tim Manickam

with Rob London

with Tim Manickam

with Rob London

the classical
works

chill

with Gary Thompson

defected radio

chill

with Gary Thompson

defected radio

evening jazz
with Rob London

the classical
works

with Tim Manickam
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Ithra movies
in cinema
Ithra Heroes Adventure

Wasati

May 1, 2, 4
May 6, 7, 8

May 2, 3

A collection of engaging children’s animations that
integrate science, technology, engineering, art, and
math.

11 a.m.
1 p.m.

Based on true events that happened during a play in
Riyadh 10 years ago. The play was called “Wasati bela
Wastiah,” which roughly translates to “A Moderate
Without a Middle Ground,” where a group of extremists attacked the theater and the play was shut down.
6:45 p.m.

Predator X

After a startling discovery in southern England,
scientists investigate the skull of what could be one
of the largest marine predators ever discovered.

May 1, 2, 3, 4

4 p.m.

Peter Pan: The Quest for the Never Book

David Attenborough’s First Life - Part 1

David Attenborough’s First Life - Part 2

To get the best of the day filled with fun and folly, the
traditional Pichipock games have been organized for
the Lost Boys, Native Tribes, Peter, Tinker Bell, and the
Darling family.

David Attenborough takes a journey back in time to
discover how the very first animals developed on our
planet.

David Attenborough takes a journey back in time to
discover how the very first animals developed on our
planet.

May 1, 4
May 2, 3

May 2, 4
May 6, 7, 8

May 3

7 p.m.
8 p.m.

1:30 p.m.
9:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

Energy Exhibit Theater

Conquest of the Skies
Evolutionary story of flight from the very first
insects to the incredible array of creatures, which
rule the skies today.

May 1
May 2, 3, 4
May 6

6 p.m.
5 p.m., 6 p.m., 7 p.m.
1 p.m., 10 p.m.
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have a healthy
Ramadan

As the Holy Month approaches, we
offer some advice on how to maintain
healthy activity while taking into
account the special factors Ramadan
brings.

see pages 14 and 15

Abqaiq Recreation Services hosts first ever
Top Chef Competition
by Jayson Gonzales

Abqaiq — The Abqaiq Recreation Services Unit (ARSU), recently hosted the first
ever Top Chef Competition at the Abqaiq
Deer Park. The event featured aspiring
chefs in various culinary challenges.

thousands of hungry people

It was the first time that such an idea
was introduced in a Saudi Aramco community, and the event was attended by
2,100 people from various communities.
The chefs were tested on different categories, such as biryani chicken, sweets,
and fresh salad. The contest was judged
by the Southern Area/Central Regional
manager Mohammad Al Hajri, with the
support of Abqaiq Residential and Recreation Services Division (ARRSD) administrator Abdullah Almusallami and ARSU
supervisor Mohammad Khaldi.

warm welcome, live DJ music

The guests were welcomed by sweets
and traditional Arab coffee. Food kiosks,

a live DJ music, and fun activities were appreciated by all, while the kids were entertained by the presence of cartoon characters.
Furthermore, the kids also participated
in various parlor and fun games prepared
by the ARSU.
Meanwhile, children enjoyed a trio of
slides in the bouncy castle and were further amazed by a special mini-chef cake
decoration and an arts and craft session.

tough competition

The atmosphere of the competition
proved tough as every contestant did their
best to win the heart of the judges, as well
as the taste buds of the guests.
Three declared winners received iPhone
mobile phones, with other memorable
prizes going to others who competed in
the contest.
This year’s first-place winner was Hoda
Abdulqawi, with Ahmed Neiroukh awarded second place, and Samira Al-Goweri
earning third.

The Top Chef Competition was judged by Mohammad Al Hajri,
Abdullah Almusallami, and Mohammad Khaldi, who tasted
entries in a variety of categories, such as biryani chicken,
sweets, and fresh salad.
Hoda Abdulqawi (right) works up her award winning entry in
the Top Chef Competition held recently in Abqaiq. Thousands
of Aramcons attended the event, which featured a wide
array of entertainment and tasty treats for people of all ages.
(Photos: Jayson Gonzales)

Notre
Dame on
a cloudy
day
Batool A. Alkhalaf took this photograph of
Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris during a walk
along the Seine River while vacationing in
Paris to celebrate her master’s degree in the
summer of 2015. The image is a reminder of the
wonderful architecture that made the cathedral
a world attraction prior to the extensive
damage it sustained during a recent fire.
Alkhalaf captured the image with an Olympus
OMD-1 with no special settings. She lives in
al-Khobar and works with the Local Workforce
Development Department as supervisor of the
Energy Sector Training Unit. She has been with
the company for more than six years.

.

